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Abstrat

A large number of key ellular funtions suh as signalling and transport are performed and

regulated by membrane proteins. The fous of this thesis is on a sub-lass of membrane

proteins, namely the monotopi and bitopi peptides. Analysis of several aspets of these

peptides suh as their orientation, eletrostatis and assoiation is reported here. The envi-

ronment of these peptides is represented by a ontinuum model that distinguishes between

water, membrane ore and head-group region. The orientation of membrane peptides suh

as glyophorin A and melittin is alulated and reprodues the experimentally-alulated

tilt angles. The length dependene of syntheti peptides suh as WALPs is reprodued and

found to depend on the ost of avity formation in the aqueous layer. It is shown that the

solvent reation �eld plays a ruial role in determining the orientation of polypeptides.

The reation �eld is also shown to sreen the helix dipole of membrane-bound helies de-

pending on the proximity and geometry of the aqueous phase relative to the helix termini.

As a result, the helix dipole of transmembrane helies is found to derease with peptide

length. The analysis is extended to helies in soluble proteins and rules of thumb are es-

tablished to estimate the e�etive helix dipole from visual inspetion of protein strutures.

The assoiation of glyophorin A helies is modelled and the deomposition of free energy of

dimerisation shows a favourable ontribution from the residues experimentally impliated

to ontribute to the proess. The assoiation of erythropoietin reeptor transmembrane

dimers and that of its mutants is also modelled. The ineÆient lipid raft loalisation of the

T242N mutant is proposed to be related to its helix paking. The thesis provides insight

into the strutural organisation and energetis of membrane proteins.





Zusammenfassung

Eine gro�e Anzahl zellul�arer Shl�usselfunktionen, wie Signaltransduktion oder Sto�trans-

port, werden von Membranproteinen ausgef�uhrt und reguliert. Das Augenmerk dieser Ar-

beit ist auf eine Unterklasse der Membranproteine, die monotopen und bitopen Peptide,

gerihtet. Vershiedene Eigenshaften dieser Peptide, im Besonderen ihre Orientierung,

Elektrostatik und Assoziation, werden analysiert. Die Membranumgebung wird durh

ein Kontinuummodell beshrieben, welhes zwishen Wasser, Kopfregion der Lipide und

innerem Membranbereih untersheidet. Die berehneten Neigungswinkel von Membran-

peptiden, z.B. von Glyophorin A und Melittin, sind in guter

�

Ubereinstimmung mit den

experimentellen Werten. Die Abh�angigkeit des Neigungswinkels von der Peptidl�ange wird

am Beispiel von WALPs ermittelt und es wird gezeigt, dass dieser von den Kosten der

Hohlraumformation in der Wassershiht abh�angt. Das Reaktionsfeld des L�osungsmittels

spielt eine wihtige Rolle bei der Bestimmung der Orientierung von Polypeptiden. Dieses

Reaktionsfeld shirmt die Helix-Dipole membrangebundener Helies ab, was von der Umge-

bung und Geometrie der w�assrigen Phase relativ zu den Helixenden abh�angt. Der Helix-

Dipol von Transmembranproteinen nimmt daher mit der Peptidl�ange ab. Diese Analyse

wird erweitert auf Helies l�osliher Proteine, und Faustregeln f�ur die Absh�atzung des e�ek-

tiven Helix-Dipols mittels visueller Untersuhung der Proteinstruktur werden aufgestellt.

Weiterhin wird die Assoziation der Glyophorin A-Helies modelliert. Eine Zerlegung der

freien Energie der Dimerisierung in ihre Komponenten liefert einen g�unstigen Beitrag f�ur

genau die von Experimenten implizierten Residuen. Die Assoziation von Erythropoiet-

inrezeptortransmembrandimeren und ihrer Mutanten wird ebenfalls modelliert. Vermutlih

ist die dihte Pakung der Helies ein Grund daf�ur, dass der T242N-Mutant niht in Lipid

Rafts vorkommt. Die vorliegende Arbeit liefert Einblike in die strukturelle Organisation

sowie die Energetik von Membranproteinen.
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Chapter 1

Bio-membranes and Membrane Proteins

\Where shall I start... I will start with a fairly reent event, sub speie alternitatis...

and work both ways: bakwards and forwards", Thomas Gray, The Philosopher Cat, Philip

J. Davis.

The ell is the basi unit of all living organisms. It is a omplex but highly organised entity

separated from the outside by a sophistiated transport and signalling membrane system.

The geneti information is stored in nulei aids whih at as templates for proteins,

whih in turn arry out the basi funtioning of the ell. Two general ell types an be

distinguished: prokaryoti and eukaryoti. Both types are enlosed by bio-membranes, but

eukaryoti ells ontain additional membrane-bound organelles and strutures that arry

out speialised funtions [1℄.

Bio-membranes are bilayer strutures that separate the ell from its surrounding and the

eukaryoti ell into ompartments. The bio-membrane is heterogeneous and is omposed of

a variety of lipids, holesterol and proteins [1℄. The proteins assoiated with the membrane

form a unique lass of proteins alled membrane proteins, sine the membrane environment

plays an important role in modulating their strutural and energeti properties. The lipids

omprising the bio-membrane make the environment of these membrane proteins less polar

ompared to their ytosoli soluble ounterparts [2℄.

Membrane proteins play a ruial role in the ell and their importane is reeted in the

fat that one third of the human genome is estimated to enode membrane proteins. These

ubiquitous proteins play diverse roles in biologial proesses, suh as transport of ions and

polar ompounds, pH regulation, signal transdution and vesile fusion [2{4℄. Due to their

role in suh key ellular funtions, membrane bound proteins represent approximately 60%

of drug targets.

1



2 Bio-membranes and Membrane Proteins

The ubiquity and importane of membrane proteins is ontrasted by a onsiderable lak

of experimental and theoretial data regarding their struture and funtion, sine methods

to investigate these proteins in their physiologial environment are in general demanding

and ost intensive. In partiular, the diÆulties in rystallising membrane proteins has

resulted in less than 30 well-resolved unique strutures of membrane proteins being available

so far [4℄. New approahes, both experimental and theoretial are therefore needed to

determine the struture and understand the energetis of membrane proteins in their natural

environment taking into aount their interation with the membrane. In this hapter,

general strutural and energeti aspets of membrane proteins will be reviewed along with

details of the membrane. Furthermore, various membrane models and urrent theoretial

approahes to study membrane proteins will be disussed.

1.1 The Cell Membrane

Bio-membranes enlose and ompartmentalise the ell and ellular organelles [1℄. The

average thikness of the bio-membrane is 4 nm, though slight variations of this value are

ommon. In bio-membranes, the fration of lipids and proteins vary depending on the

funtion of the membrane and the ompartments it separates. For instane, the mass

perentages of proteins to lipids vary from 76% protein in the inner mitohondria membrane

to 18% protein in the myelin membrane [5℄. A artoon representation of a membrane,

depiting lipids (phospholipids and sphingolipids), holesterol and proteins is shown in

Fig. 1.1.

1.1.1 The Bilayer Struture

In the bio-membrane, the lipids i.e., phospholipids and sphingolipids are arranged in an

unique bilayer struture with eah monolayer faing the other. The omposition of the two

monolayers is however di�erent [1℄. The bilayer arrangement of the lipids leads to a single

hydrophobi ore omprised of the lipid fatty-aid tails and two hydrophili outer layers

omprised of lipid head groups. Thus, the membrane has a spatially dependent polarity

whih hanges from non-polar to polar as one traverses from the membrane entre towards

the aqueous layer.

The major phospholipids omprising the bilayer are phosphatidylethanolamines, phos-

phatidylserines and phosphatidylholines. In biologial representations, the struture of

these phospholipids is often simpli�ed into a hydrophili, zwitterion head-group region

(represented by irles in Fig. 1.1) and a hydrophobi alipathi tail region (represented
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Phospholipid

Cholesterol

Protein

Sphingolipid

Figure 1.1: A artoon representation of a bio-membrane. Membranes onsist of phos-

pholipids (depited in lila), holesterol (yellow), sphingolipids (purple) and membrane

proteins (green). In the �gure, the head groups of phospholipids are represented by

irles and fatty aid tails by lines. The aqueous layer surrounding the membrane is

not represented for larity.

by the two lines in Fig. 1.1). The phospholipid head groups interat with the surrounding

aqueous environment and form the two outer membrane head-group regions. The fatty-aid

tails are sandwihed in between and form the membrane ore.

Sphingolipids are also made of hydroarbon hains whih are buried in the membrane ore

and zwitterion groups whih are loated in the membrane head-group region. However, the

sugar moieties of the sphingolipids extend into the aqueous layer. Cholesterol is another

major omponent of bio-membranes and is loated between the lipids in the bilayer. The

hydrophobi part of holesterol (the ring system and the extending alkane hain) is present

in the membrane ore and the hydroxyl group extends to the head-group region.

The bilayer struture of the membrane on�nes lipids and membrane bound proteins within

the plane of the bilayer. However, both lipids and proteins have onsiderable amount

of in-plane lateral di�usion. The essential features of the bio-membrane are desribed

by the uid mosai model as proposed by Singer and Niolson in 1972 [6℄. The model

desribes the membrane as a two-dimensional uid, in whih the hydrophobi integral

mosai omponents, suh as lipids and membrane proteins are onstrained within the plane

of the membrane, but are free to di�use laterally. In spite of its simpliity, the model has

proved aurate in explaining many aspets of bio-membrane and membrane proteins.
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1.1.2 Fluidity and Mobility in the Membrane

At room temperatures, the membrane ore is uid-like with disordered hydroarbon tails [7℄.

The lipids omprising the membrane have high rotational and translational freedom within

the plane of the membrane [8℄. The lateral movement of the lipid moleules is essential

for ellular funtion, suh as failitating membrane fusion events [9℄ and signal transdu-

tion [10℄. In ontrast to the high degree of lateral movement, the ipping of a lipid moleule

from one layer to the other is unommon and needs to be failitated by enzymes known as

ipases [7℄.

Fluidity of the membrane is dependent on the degree of saturation of the fatty aid tails of

the lipid moleules. The saturated lipid moleules are losely paked and therefore allow

little lateral movement [7℄. To maintain uidity at suboptimal temperatures, organisms

use phospholipids with inreasing degrees of unsaturation in their fatty aid tails [11℄. A

diret orrelation between the growth temperature and the degree of lipid unsaturation has

been observed | the lower the temperature, the lower the degree of lipid saturation [12℄.

The membrane lipid omposition of thermophili yeasts is haraterised by a high perent-

age (30%-40%) of saturated fatty aids, as ompared with the mesophili (10%-30%) and

psyhrophili (less than 10%) yeasts.

Membrane uidity is also modulated by its holesterol ontent. At high temperatures,

holesterol tends to redue membrane uidity by inserting and interposing between the

larger phospholipid and glyolipid moleules and interating with the fatty aid hains [7℄.

At low temperatures, however, the interposed holesterol helps prevent membranes from

freezing and thus tends to maintain membrane uidity. Interestingly, the distribution of

holesterol within the bilayer is not uniform. More ordered, dynami assemblies with high-

holesterol ontent, known as lipid rafts are present within the liquid-disordered bilayer [13℄.

1.1.3 Order in the Membrane - Lipid Raft assemblies

Within the uid-like membrane, distint ordered phases are observed. These dynami

ordered assemblies are known as lipid rafts and are haraterised by high holesterol and

sphingolipid ontent [10, 14℄. Sine lipids rafts introdue variable degrees of order within

the membrane, the simple uid mosai model [6℄ does not stritly apply.

Some membrane proteins are seen to aggregate in the lipid rafts. The majority of the

proteins that loalise in lipid rafts are involved in signalling [10℄. Dynami partitioning

of proteins in lipid rafts has been impliated to promote spei� reeptor lustering and

signal transdution [10℄. Membrane proteins involved in endoytosis [15℄, exoytosis [10℄,
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synapti vesile traÆ [16℄ and seretion [17℄ are also found in lipid rafts.

The mehanisms by whih proteins and peptides are targeted to lipid rafts is still not learly

understood. An 'address motif', suh as a di-leuine sequene present in the ytosoli tails

is proposed as a mehanism by whih membrane proteins are targeted to lipid rafts [13℄.

However, the targeting mehanism need not be restrited to addresses in the ytosoli do-

main but may also involve spei� interations of the transmembrane segment with the

surrounding lipids and holesterol [13℄. For instane, residues of the exoplasmi side of

the transmembrane segment of hemagglutinin have been shown to inuene lipid-raft as-

soiation [18℄. Close paking of the transmembrane segments as well as surrounding lipid

moleules may also be important sine an inrease in ayl-hain order is observed around

a syntheti model hemagglutinin peptide that has been impliated to be present in lipid

rafts [19℄. Another fator inuening the ability of peptides to sort into lipid rafts is the

length of membrane spanning domain [20℄.

1.2 Membrane Proteins

A set of membrane proteins are assoiated with eah bio-membrane and enable the mem-

brane to arry out its distintive funtions and ativities. The nature of proteins attahed

to a membrane vary depending on ell type and subellular loation [21℄. Their funtions

inlude transport of substanes aross membranes, enzymati ativity, signal transdution,

ell-ell reognition, energy transdution and attahment to the ytoskeleton and the ex-

traellular matrix [7℄. Despite their diversity in funtion, membrane proteins share a high

degree of strutural similarities, sine the membrane ditates their energetis and modu-

lates their strutural properties. The �rst omplete sequene of a protein spanning the

entire bilayer was that of glyophorin A in 1978 [22℄. The study of sequene, struture and

energetis of membrane proteins has thus beome possible only in the last two deades.

1.2.1 The Role of Proteins in Membranes

Proteins assoiated with the membrane arry out a variety of funtions. Many of the

embedded membrane proteins funtion as transporters, sine the apolar membrane ore

is impermeable to ions and small hydrophili moleules, suh as gluose that need to be

transported aross the membrane [7℄. The transporter proteins funtion with thermal

utuation without input of energy (failitated or mediated di�usion), or are driven by

eletrohemial potential gradients of H

+

and Na

+

(rarely of K

+

) or by various exergoni

hemial and photohemial reations [11℄.
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Ion hannels are transport proteins that transport spei� ions, suh as Na

+

, K

+

, H

+

and

Cl

�

down their hemial or eletrohemial potential gradient [7℄. Most hannels exist

in two onformational states, open and losed. The opening of ion hannels an be a-

omplished (a) by an eletri potential (potential-gated hannels), (b) by ligand binding

(hemially gated hannels), () by mehanial stress or strain (mehanially gated han-

nels). When in the open onformation, the spei� site in the hannel an transiently bind

solutes from both sides of the membrane.

Ion pumps, suh as the Na

+

/K

+

-ATPase onstitute another lass of transport proteins

and pump ions aross the membrane against onentration gradient and often against the

membrane potential [7℄. The membrane potential is the eletrial potential di�erene on

either side of a membrane and usually measured between the ytosoli and extraellular

side of the membrane. The membrane potential arises sine the membrane ats as barrier

to the di�usion of ions and is usually negative under resting onditions. For instane, the

membrane potential in nerve ells is about �60 mV.

A key membrane protein is aquaporin, a water hannel that transports water aross the

membrane [2℄. Even though water di�uses aross bio-membranes via osmosis, a water

hannel is required sine the rate of di�usion is very low.

The protein domains that are found on the extraellular membrane surfae are generally

involved in ell-ell signalling, suh as nerve transmission, hormone binding and growth

stimulation [21℄. Signalling pathways often funtion by induing onformational hanges

in the reeptor protein upon ligand binding. Furthermore, most proteins assoiated with

energy transdution are membrane bound, suh as the photosyntheti omplex and the res-

piratory hain proteins. Membrane proteins may ontain domains with enzymati ativity

e.g. ytohrome P450.

1.2.2 Struture of Membrane Proteins

The struture and loation of membrane proteins is orrelated to their various funtions.

A shemati diagram of ommon types of membrane proteins is depited in Fig. 1.2. Mem-

brane proteins whih penetrate into or span the bilayer are known as integral membrane

proteins. Examples of suh proteins are ion hannels and gates, permeases and ATPases.

The hydrophobi domain of suh a protein resides in the membrane ore, while hydrophili

domains protrude into the aqueous environment. Peripheral membrane proteins are assoi-

ated with membranes, but do not penetrate the hydrophobi ore of the membrane. They

are often found in assoiation with integral membrane proteins. The peripheral mem-

brane proteins may also be anhored to the lipid bilayer via an 'anhor' moiety, suh as a
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Single Helix Helix Dimer

Polytopic

Peripheral proteinsIntegral proteins

Bitopic

Figure 1.2: Di�erent arhitetures of membrane proteins. Only �-helial proteins are

depited as typial examples, though �-barrel proteins are also present. Proteins on-

taining membrane-bound peptides are known as integral proteins whereas proteins

assoiated with the membrane but not membrane-bound are known as peripheral pro-

teins. Bitopi proteins are integral membrane proteins with one membrane spanning

(transmembrane) segment and polytopi proteins have more than one membrane span-

ning segment.

palmitate, a myristate fatty-aid or a GPI anhor. Examples of GPI anhored peripheral

membrane proteins are uromodulin, dipeptidylpeptidase and alkaline phosphatase.

Integral membrane proteins are further lassi�ed into three ategories, namely monotopi,

bitopi and polytopi, aording to their membrane-spanning topology (Fig 1.2). Monotopi

proteins are those proteins whih are surfae aligned, i.e., exposed to only one side of the

membrane. Bitopi proteins have one membrane spanning (transmembrane) segment while

polytopi proteins span the membrane more than one.

1.2.3 Common Arhiteture of Integral Membrane Proteins

Integral membrane proteins exhibit either �-helial or �-sheet topologies, though the �-

helial proteins are more ommon [2℄. The struture and stability of integral membrane

proteins is based on the priniple that a large thermodynami ost aompanies the transfer

of harged or polar unharged ompounds into the membrane ore. The �rst onsequene

of this thermodynami ost is that most of the amino-aid side hains of transmembrane
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Figure 1.3: The �-helial bundle (left) and �-sheet (right) arhitetures of membrane

proteins are seen in bateriorhodopsin and OMPa respetively.

segments are non-polar (e.g. Ala, Val, Leu, Ile, Phe). The seond e�et is that the polar

peptide bonds of the polypeptide bakbone of transmembrane segments must partiipate in

hydrogen bonds in order to lower the ost of transferring them into the hydroarbon interior.

This hydrogen bonding is most easily aomplished with �-helies for whih all peptide

bonds are H-bonded internally. It an also be aomplished with beta-sheets provided that

the �-strands form losed strutures, suh as the �-barrel. Thus, �-helies and �-barrels are

the two known strutural motifs in integral membrane proteins. Fig. 1.3 shows the struture

of two typial membrane proteins: bateriorhodopsin (1C3W [23℄), a seven helial bundle

and the outer membrane protein (1G90 [24℄), a �-barrel protein.

Single transmembrane �-helies represent the simplest ategory of membrane proteins and

priniples applying to them are general for all proteins. These helies are fundamental

building bloks of membrane proteins and assoiation of these helies in the membrane is

a simple system for understanding membrane-protein arhiteture. The strutural organ-

isation and energeti properties of membrane helies and their self interation inside the

bio-membrane is the entral fous of researh in this thesis.
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1.2.4 Folding and Assembly of Integral Membrane Proteins

The key �nding of �-helial membrane protein folding and assembly is that helix folding

usually preedes helix paking, i.e., the assoiation between helies of polytopi proteins or

between dimers of single helies [8, 25, 26℄. As a onsequene, eah transmembrane helix

an be viewed as an independent folding domain. The net hydrophobiity of these segments

preludes their dissoiation from the membrane, while the ost of breaking hydrogen bonds

within a low dieletri medium prevents the helies from unfolding [8℄.

The folding and assoiation of membrane helies is urrently desribed by the so alled

'four-step assoiation model' [8℄. The four steps are partitioning, folding, insertion and

assoiation of the helies. The four steps are onsidered to be independent of eah other

and to proeed sequentially. The partitioning step is relevant for non-onstitutive mem-

brane peptides whih �rst partition into the bilayer head-group region and then fold [8℄.

Constitutive membrane peptides are folded via the transloon omplex, whih provides a

membrane like environment during folding. In the third step, the folded helix is inserted

into the membrane. The driving fore for insertion is derived mainly from the transfer of

hydrophobi side hains from water to the apolar region of the bilayer [8, 25, 27℄. The

fourth step is the assoiation of the inserted helies to form the native tertiary struture.

The free energies of the folding and assoiation proess have been estimated experimentally

by various methods [8℄. The experimental methods to measure the energetis of the pro-

esses often use syntheti model peptides with designed sequenes ensuring a better handle

on the variables and degrees of freedom involved in the proesses. However, methods to

measure the free energies of these proesses assoiation are not preise. Attempts have also

been made to theoretially alulate the free energy for eah of these steps and provide

insight into these proesses [8, 28{35℄.

1.2.5 Single Membrane Helies

The role of the single helix in the membrane is both strutural and funtional. The main

strutural role is to anhor the soluble domain of the protein to the membrane. Single mem-

brane helies also play an ative part in the funtioning of membrane proteins, for example,

in the transport of ions and polar moieties, in signal transdution and in vesiular fusion [4℄.

For many of these speialised roles, the transmembrane helies assoiate to bring soluble

domains together and to aid in the funtion. Understanding the struture and energetis

of the transmembrane domain monomer is thus important for studying its funtion and for

analysing the driving fore behind its assoiation with other transmembrane segments.
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When introdued into the bilayer, a single membrane peptide takes up the ommon �-helial

fold and its harateristi orientation in the bilayer. The presene of the �-helial fold in

single membrane peptides has been deteted by Cirular Dihroism [36℄, X-ray rystallogra-

phy [8℄ and NMR [37℄. The �-helial peptides may tilt and embed to varying extents in the

membrane based on the peptide-lipid interations [38{41℄. Based on their orientation, the �-

helial peptides are lassi�ed either as transmembrane or surfae aligned. Transmembrane

helies span the entire bilayer and interat with both monolayers of the membrane. A single

transmembrane helial protein is thus termed as a bitopi integral membrane protein and

a protein ontaining more than one transmembrane helix is a polytopi protein. A streth

of 20-30 hydrophobi residues is harateristi of transmembrane segments. Examples of

transmembrane segments are glyophorin A [42℄, synaptobrevin [43℄ and the erythropoietin

reeptor [44℄. In ontrast, the surfae-aligned peptides are present in the head-group region

and interat with mainly one side of the bilayer. Surfae-aligned peptides are also known as

monotopi integral proteins and are usually amphipathi with the polar residues lining the

helial fae interating with the aqueous layer and the non-polar residues interating with

the membrane ore. Surfae-aligned peptides have also been found to deviate from helial

strutures. Examples of surfae-aligned peptides are melittin [45℄ and gramiidin A [46℄.

Certain positional preferenes for amino-aid residues are seen in transmembrane segments.

To haraterise positional preferenes of residues, the orientations of a number of model

syntheti peptides, suh as polyalanine [47℄, polyleuine [48℄, WALP [38{41℄ and KALP [38,

49℄ peptides, have been determined. WALP and KALP are peptides of alternating Ala and

Leu residues with anking Trp and Lys residues, respetively. Hydrophobi residues, suh as

Ala, Leu, and Ile are usually inorporated into the membrane ore [47, 48, 50℄. Aromati

residues, suh as Trp and Tyr interat with the head-group region, often at the level of

the lipid arbonyls [40, 51℄. In ontrast, positively-harged residues extend into the lipid

phosphate region [38, 49℄. From a funtional point of view, it implies that Trp and Lys

are often seen as anking residues of transmembrane segments and inuene the preise

inter-faial positioning of membrane proteins. Negatively-harged residues, suh as Asp

and Glu are rarely found in transmembrane segments. However, these residues have been

observed to partiipate in peptide assoiation [44℄.

Spetrosopi studies on WALP and KALP peptides have shown the tilt angle i.e., the angle

between the helix axis and the bilayer normal to systematially inrease with length [40, 48℄.

Peptides shorter than the bilayer thikness are oriented roughly parallel to the membrane

normal and the longer peptides tilt appreiably. Bilayer thinning has been proposed to

ompensate the unfavourable hydrophobi mismath between helies and lipid bilayers [41℄

Single membrane �-helies have been the fous of experimental studies for investigating
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interations with the bilayer and the resulting intrinsi tilt of the peptide helix. Orientation

of several syntheti model peptides in bilayers have been determined [38{41, 48, 49℄. The

single peptides represent a simple system in whih peptide-lipid interations are thought to

dominate over peptide-peptide interations in determining helix orientations [40℄. However,

the basi priniples driving helix tilting and the energetis of the orientation of �-helies in

membranes are still not well understood.

1.2.6 Helix Assoiation

Helix assoiation is a key event in the folding of polytopi membrane proteins [2℄. Many

important bio-energeti and signalling events involve the transient or permanent assoi-

ation of membrane proteins via their membrane-spanning domain [1℄. Thus, helix-helix

assoiations our both as inter- and intramoleular proesses. Intermoleular proesses in-

volve oligomerisation of single helies or assoiation of polytopi membrane proteins to form

oligomers. Intramoleular events are those in whih the helies of a polytopi membrane

protein assoiate during membrane protein folding.

Although the sequene of events during helix assoiation is adequately desribed by the

four-step model (see Setion 1.2.4), the fores stabilising and driving spei� helix-helix in-

terations is poorly understood [52℄. However, the haraterisation of the thermodynami

and kineti properties of this assembly by both experimental [53℄ and theoretial [52℄ ap-

proahes is being attempted.

Several helix-helix interation motifs have been identi�ed, although, how they promote

spei� assoiation is not well understood [27, 52, 54℄. The spei�ity and stability of

these helix pairs is possibly ditated by a preise �t between omplementary surfaes and

eletrostati interations of bakbone and side hains [8, 27℄. Furthermore, ertain organi-

sational features, suh as lose paking of the residues at the interfae and van der Waals

interations are onsidered to be important for helix assoiation [27, 52, 54℄.

Non-polar residues, suh as Gly, Ala and Leu, proposed to be involved in side-hain paking

have been shown to mediate tight helix-helix ontats [55{57℄. In fat, the GG4 motif

(GxxxG) is known to mediate dimerisation in glyophorin A [55{59℄. The GxxxG motif has

also been observed in peptides, suh as syndean and the MI3 oat protein [59℄. Interfaes

of these pair of peptides adopt negative rossing angles and pak as a right-handed helix

pair. A similar motif, SxxSSxxT, has also been shown to drive dimerisation in model

peptides [55, 57℄. A heptad repeat motif of Leu residues has been impliated to drive helix

assoiation in synaptobrevin and related SNARE proteins [43℄. Furthermore, the leuine

zipper like motif has been shown to drive self assembly of arti�ial transmembrane segments
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in natural membranes and in detergent solution [57, 60℄. In ontrast to the GxxxG motif

helies, these helies are proposed to adopt positive rossing angles and pak as left-handed

helix pairs [43, 61℄.

Apart from the side-hain interations disussed above, helix assoiation is inuened by

eletrostati interations and hydrogen-bond formation [55℄. Polar residues, suh as Asn and

Gln are not frequently found in the helix-helix interfae, but have been shown to stabilise

membrane assoiation of helies [57℄ and even drive the assoiation of model transmembrane

peptides [44, 62{64℄. However, another study indiated that polar residues mediate helix-

helix assoiation only when plaed at appropriate positions [65℄.

An important question regarding the assembly of individual helies onerns the presene

and importane of nonspei� driving fores for helix aggregation. The nature and origin of

nonspei� fores are prinipally di�erent from the spei� driving fores disussed above.

For example, it is speulated that removal of partially ordered lipid moleules from the helix

surfae gives rise to an unfavourable ordering of the lipid moleules, whih in turn mediates

helix-helix interation. The e�et is termed the solvophobi e�et sine it is similar to the

well known hydrophobi e�et, where the unfavourable ordering of water moleules drives

protein folding and assoiation to inrease the entropy of the water moleules. However,

the solvophobi e�et has not been assessed experimentally and ontraditory theoretial

estimates of the assoiated energy are found in the literature [52, 66, 67℄.

The seond nonspei� fore that may drive helix-helix interation is the eletrostati in-

teration between the dipoles of adjaent �-helies. The dipole moment of an �-helix in

a lipid bilayer has not yet been determined experimentally. However, a theoretial study

by Ben-tal and Honig suggests that the helix dipole is substantial only for helies shorter

than the bilayer thikness, sine the eletrostati interation is sreened by the solvent for

longer helies [68℄. A similar solvent sreening has been reported for helix bundles in soluble

proteins [69℄. However, the fators modulating the helix dipole are not yet well established

and are further studied in this thesis.

Glyophorin A is a homo-oligomeri transmembrane protein present in human red blood

ells. It is used as a model system to study helix-helix interations due to its symmetry and

relative simpliity. Its dimer struture has been eluidated by x-ray rystallography [42℄

and by NMR spetrosopy [70℄. The interfae is de�ned by the GxxxG motif desribed

earlier. In partiular, the seven-residue motif, LIxxGVxxGVxxT, was impliated in dimeri-

sation of glyophorin A [59, 71, 72℄. Although the glyophorin A dimer serves as a model

for analogous systems, several questions on the energetis of assoiation proesses of the he-

lies remain unanswered. Membrane helix dimers of glyophorin A and the erythropoietin

reeptor transmembrane segment are modelled and studied in the present thesis.
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1.3 Protein-Lipid Interations: Theoretial Approahes

A stable, folded protein, regardless of the pathway by whih it enters the membrane, resides

in a free energy minimum [8, 25℄. This free-energy minimum de�nes its struture and

stability. Thus, membrane-protein struture is determined by the interations of the peptide

hains with eah other and with the lipid bilayer and water [52℄. Peptide-lipid interations

play a ruial role in membrane protein arhiteture but are not well haraterised [8, 50℄.

The importane of the energetis of the lipid-peptide interations is seen in the strong

tendeny of the bilayer interfae to inrease the propensity of helix formation [8, 73℄.

In theoretial studies, the omplex membrane environment has to be simpli�ed and thus,

the auray of the lipid-peptide interations depends on the approximations inluded in

the membrane model [33, 52, 74℄. In partiular, the treatment of long-range eletrostat-

is in suh an anisotropi heterogeneous environment remains a hallenge [33, 52, 74℄. A

wide variety of representations of the bilayer have been onsidered in the past. Examples

of membrane representations used in theoretial alulations are the all-atom representa-

tions [75{79℄, the three-slab ontinuum model [28, 29, 31, 32, 34, 35℄ and the dipole lattie

model [74℄. The best representation of a biologial membrane in omputational studies

strongly depends on the spei� questions to be addressed and the limitations imposed by

available omputational resoures.

1.3.1 All Atom Representations

Detailed theoretial work on membrane proteins has been performed treating the bilayer

atoms and surrounding solvent expliitly. Calulations with expliit lipid bilayer and water

atoms using moleular dynamis simulations have been performed on several membrane sys-

tems. Lipid-peptide interations have been studied extensively for single peptides, suh as

gramiidin S [76, 79℄, melittin [29℄, alamethiin [77, 78℄, a baterial KsA K

+

hannel [75℄,

and the Inuenza M2 hannel [80, 81℄. The struture and orientation of the helies have

also been studied using omputer simulation. In ertain ases, suh as in melittin and

gramiidin S, the struture and orientation have been reported to vary marginally [29, 76℄.

In ontrast, simulations of alamethiin have revealed hinge-bending motion that may orre-

spond to onformational swithes involved in signalling aross a bilayer [77, 78℄. Computer

simulation of the KsA K

+

hannel have also shown a seletivity for K

+

ions [75℄.

Simulations on more omplex systems, suh as glyophorin [82℄, bateriorhodopsin [83, 84℄,

OmpF porin [85℄ and aquaporin [86℄ demonstrated the feasibility of omputational studies

on large and omplex membrane proteins. It has been shown that in glyophorin A, the
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length of the lipid hydroarbon hains modulate its strutural properties, suh as helix-helix

rossing angle and helix tilt angle [82℄. Further, the seletivity of aquaporin and movement

of water moleules through the hannel has been demonstrated [86℄. Simulations have thus

helped to eluidate mehanisms by whih the lipid bilayer inuenes the protein free energy

landsape [80℄.

Although these alulations are detailed and have resulted in a rih variety of biophysial

information, the use of an all-atom membrane environment is omputationally expensive

and limits the on�gurational spae that an be explored. Moreover, only a few lipids

(e.g. DMPC and DPPC) have been well parametrised for the ommonly-used fore �elds

till date. Thus, the simulations do not reet the general harateristis of the bilayer.

Simulations of mixed bilayers remain hallenging beause of the long timesale (>> 1ns)

of mixing of lipid omponents, but attempts in this diretions are being made [80, 87℄.

1.3.2 Continuum Methods

The lipid and solvent moleules an be also represented impliitly using ontinuum models.

Commonly used methods for ontinuum representations of membranes are the Poisson-

Boltzmann and the Generalised Born methods [88℄. The impliit solvent models approx-

imate the average inuene of water, the membrane or both on a solute. In the impliit

models applied so far the membrane has been represented as a slab of low dieletri em-

bedded in a high dieletri aqueous phase (Fig. 1.4) [28, 29, 31, 32, 34, 35℄.

The ontinuum studies apture ertain general features of the membrane, suh as the hy-

drophobi nature of the membrane ore and a hydrophobi-hydrophili dieletri boundary.

However, it is assumed that all loations are desribed adequately as either bulk hydro-

arbon or bulk water. The studies have suessfully aounted for various experimental

data, suh as tilt angles. However, omparing Fig. 1.4 with Fig. 1.1, it is obvious that

the lipid head-group region is not represented by suh models. Thus, a drawbak of rep-

resenting the membrane as a single slab of low dieletri is that the head-group energetis

are not adequately modelled. One immediate onsequene of this inadequay is that the

experimentally-observed preferene of ertain residues, suh as Trp and Lys for the head-

group region is absent [74℄.

Poisson-Boltzmann Representation of the Membrane

The Poisson-Boltzmann equation represents one of the ommon approahes in ontinuum

eletrostatis to ompute solvation energies. It ombines two fundamental equations of

physis, namely the Poisson equation and the Boltzmann equation. The Poisson equation
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Water

Membrane slab

Membrane Protein

Figure 1.4: The membrane is often represented as a slab of low dieletri (� = 2)

embedded in regions of high dieletri (� = 80). In suh a model, the membrane head-

group properties are not modelled and the membrane-water interfae is in�nitely thin.

The ylinder represents a membrane protein or �-helix within the bilayer.

desribes the eletrostati potential that arises from a given �xed harge distribution and the

Boltzmann relation desribes the distribution of partiles in response to any �eld. Together,

the Poisson-Boltzmann equation relates the variation in the eletrostati potential, � to the

spatially dependent dieletri permittivity, �(r) and the harge distribution, �(r). Poisson-

Boltzmann eletrostatis is further disussed in Setion 2.2.

The three-slab model in onjuntion with the Poisson-Boltzmann equation to alulate the

eletrostati energy has been applied to estimate the free energy of insertion of alame-

thiin [32℄ and oligoalanine [28℄. The orientations of melittin [29℄, Sr [34℄ and the FYVE

membrane domains [30℄ have also been studied. The alulations have provided starting

strutures for detailed all-atom simulations [29, 80℄ and have provided insight into how

the membrane modulates the strutural and energeti properties of the membrane pep-

tides. Eletrostati stabilisation of monovalent ations in ion hannels has also been inves-

tigated [89℄. Calulations based on the Poisson-Boltzmann equation are routinely used to

determine the pKa of ionisable side hains in ion hannels, suh as bateriorhodopsin [90℄

and the KSA potassium hannel [89℄. The Poisson-Boltzmann equation has been extended

to inlude membrane potential and to alulate the variations of the transmembrane volt-

age along the axis of KsA [91℄. Thus, the method has been useful for modelling how the

lipid environment modulates the strutural and energeti properties of membrane-bound

peptides and proteins.

The main limitation of the Poisson-Boltzmann approah arises from the fat that the di-

eletri onstant is a marosopi onept desribing intrinsially non-loal eletrostati
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interations. For example, the eletrostati potential arising from the average solvent po-

larisation in the neighbourhood of a moleular solute may be onsiderably more omplex

than those expeted from a ontinuum approximation [92℄. Being aware of these limitations

is neessary for the orret interpretation of these methods.

Generalised Born Methods

The Born equation relates the solvation energy, �G of a single spherial harge of magnitude

q and radius a to the di�erene in energies for harging in two uniform media of dieletri

onstants �

1

and �

2

, respetively [93℄:
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The generalised Born method extends this theory by estimating a 'generalised Born ra-

dius', i.e., the atomi radius neessary to produe the orret solvation energy (estimated

experimentally or from Poisson-Boltzmann approahes) using the Born expression. These

e�etive radii are then used to alulate the eletrostati solvation energy using the following

semi-empirial expression [94℄:
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Adaptations of this method to represent the membrane by the three-slab model have been

used to alulate the orientation of various single peptides, suh as melittin [31℄, the in-

uenza virus fusion peptide [35℄ and bateriorhodopsin helial fragments [35℄ whih were

found to ompare well with experimental data.

The main limitation of the Generalised Born method is the estimation of the generalised

Born radius whih is usually alulated from the Poisson equation [95℄. Tilting of membrane

helies will hange the distane of an atom from the aqueous layer and may hange the value

of the Born radius of that atom. The de�nition of an unique born radius may also be diÆult

onsidering the anisotropi nature of the membrane.
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1.3.3 Semi-empirial and Lattie Models

Solvent models that assume the solvation energy to be proportional to the exposed surfae

area have been applied to estimate solvation energies [33, 88, 96℄. Membrane parameters

have been alulated by modelling the membrane as a bulk hydroarbon medium and has

been used to study the membrane orientations of hemagglutinin [96℄ . In a similar study, the

e�etive solvation free energy of glyophorin A and melittin was alulated in the membrane

environment and orretly distinguished between the transmembrane and surfae-aligned

orientations of the two proteins, respetively [33℄. However, there is no diret onnetion

to the underlying eletrostatis and the method usually introdues large errors in energy

estimation ompared to Poisson-Boltzmann or generalised Born alulations [88℄.

A semi-impliit model, in whih the membrane-water system is modelled as a lattie of

dipoles with varying dipole moments, has been able to reprodue the position of a 20-mer-

WALP peptide and alamethiin in the membrane [74℄. However, the model only qualita-

tively reprodues the lipid-protein interations.

1.3.4 Choie of the Membrane Model

A variety of membrane models exist and the hoie of an adequate membrane model is

based on the requirement of the alulations and on the omplexity of the system studied.

Existing membrane models may also need to be modi�ed for partiular appliations. For

example, for a omputationally-feasible modelling method, an all-atom representation is

not tratable. On the other hand, are has to be taken not to oversimplify the energetis

for the sake of omputational eÆieny. To understand the energetis of protein-protein

and protein-lipid interations within membranes, important strutural features, suh as the

hydrophobi ore as well as the polar head region have to be represented in the theoretial

desription. Polarity di�erenes also need to be aounted for to aurately distinguish the

energetis in bulk water and in the membrane. In this thesis, we present a �ve-slab mem-

brane model whih is an extension of the existing membrane models. The model aounts

for the eletrostati properties of the polar head group region impliitly by introduing an

additional dieletri layer.
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1.4 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis aims at understanding the strutural and eletrostati properties of �-helial

membrane proteins. The following aspets are disussed:

� Design of a suitable membrane model to desribe protein-lipid interations

� Understanding the energetis of helial peptide orientation in membranes

� Calulating the maromoleular eletrostati properties of �-helies in membranes

� Modelling the assoiation of transmembrane �-helies

In this thesis, the energy landsape of biomoleules is desribed by a Moleular Mehanis/

Poisson-Boltzmann approah as outlined in Chapter 2. The membrane environment is

desribed here by a �ve-slab ontinuum dieletri model that distinguishes between the

solvent and the membrane head group and ore regions. In Chapter 3, the membrane

model is introdued and the alulations performed to validate the model are reported.

In Chapter 4 , the �ve-slab membrane model is used to examine the fators determining

the position and orientation of single membrane helies. The energetis of the position

and orientation of a dipole in a membrane is alulated. Extending the analysis to N-

methylaetamide and polypeptides shows that dipole energetis orient the axes of single

helies perpendiular to the plane of the membrane. Furthermore, the length dependene

of helix tilt angles and utuations in the tilt angles are examined. Cavity formation in the

aqueous solvent is found to play an important role in determining tilt angles of helies longer

than the membrane width. Experimentally-determined tilt angles of several membrane--

spanning helies inluding glyophorin A, melittin and the WALP peptides are reprodued

by the �ve-slab model.

The e�et of the helix environment in sreening and modulating the helix dipole of mem-

brane � helies is reported in Chapter 5. The e�etive dipole moment is alulated from

the eletrostati potential generated by the helix, whih is represented at atomi detail,

in the given environment whih is represented impliitly by a ontinuum model. The de-

pendene of e�etive helix dipole on the length of the �-helix is alulated in vauum,

aqueous solution and lipid bilayers. The analysis is extended to helies in protein interiors

for membrane proteins as well as soluble proteins. The e�etive dipole moment is found to

vary strongly with the orientation and position of the helix relative to the aqueous medium.

For instane, the e�etive dipole moment of transmembrane helies dereases with peptide

length. The results are at �rst glane surprising, but an be rationalised in terms of the
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shielding of the helix termini. A set of simple rules is established for estimating helix dipole

from experimental strutures.

Assoiation of helies in the membrane is modelled in Chapter 6. The struture of the

glyophorin A dimer is modelled and ompared with experimentally-determined strutures

to validate the methodology. The ontribution of eah residue in the dimer interfae is

alulated and reprodues the experimental results. In the seond part of Chapter 6, the

strutures of the wild-type erythropoietin reeptor transmembrane dimer and its mutants

are modelled. The erythropoietin reeptor has been experimentally found to loate in

lipid rafts, whereas, its T242N mutant is impaired in lipid raft loalisation. A substantial

inrease in inter-helial distane and volume is observed for the T242N mutant ompared

to the wild-type erythropoietin reeptor dimer. The results suggest that absene of lose

paking may lead to exlusion of the T242N mutant from lipid rafts. However, the modelling

does not rule out that additional motifs or a ombination of motifs may be required for

sorting into lipid rafts.

This thesis provides insights into the struture and energetis of �-helial membrane pro-

teins. Strutural aspets of single helies, suh as orientation and their assoiation to form

larger omplexes have been studied. Further, the relationship between struture and fun-

tion has been briey addressed for the erythropoietin reeptor. This thesis is thus a step

towards a better understanding of the energetis of the strutural organisation of membrane

proteins.
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Chapter 2

The Energy Landsape

\They'd believe it; they'd believe it. Things have to make sense to be disbelieved.", Life of

Galileo, Bertold Breht.

The energy landsape of a protein is desribed by its potential energy in every degree of

freedom. The struture of a protein is determined by this energy landsape suh that the

native folded protein is at a minimum. In this thesis, the potential energy is desribed by

a Moleular Mehanis/ Poisson-Boltzmann approah. These two methods are disussed

below.

2.1 Moleular Mehanis

The energy of large biomoleules is usually alulated by empirial potential energy fun-

tions i.e., by moleular mehanis fore �elds [97℄. Moleular mehanis is used as an

alternative to quantum hemistry, whih remains unfeasible for multi-atomi systems, suh

as proteins. The empirial fore �elds were developed to desribe moleular strutures

and properties in an aurate yet omputationally eÆient manner. Certainly, the ap-

proximations introdued in this method lead to limitations ompared to quantum hemial

alulations. For instane, no bond making or breaking events an be modelled via mole-

ular mehanis sine eletrons are not onsidered expliitly, but are assumed to �nd their

equilibrium distribution one the positions of the nulei are known. The above assumption

is based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation of the Shr�odinger equation. The Born-

Oppenheimer approximation states that nulei timesales are muh slower than eletroni

motions. Thus, nulear motions, vibrations and rotations an be studied independently

from eletroni utuations sine the eletrons are assumed to adjust instantly to any

21
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movement of the nulei.

In moleular mehanis, the nulei and eletrons are treated together as spherial atom-like

partiles possessing a net point harge [97℄. The radii and the net harges are measured

experimentally or obtained from high-level quantum alulations. The interations between

atoms are based on harmoni approximations or lassial potentials and determine the spa-

tial distribution of atoms and their orresponding energies. The potential energy funtion

used to alulate the energy and geometry of a moleule is alled the fore �eld. Further,

atom types have to be de�ned to desribe the atoms in a moleule. Parameters for bond

lengths, bond angles, et., are also required.

Current generation fore �elds provide a reasonably good ompromise between auray

and omputational eÆieny. Their ability to reprodue experimentally-measured physial

properties has been extensively tested. These properties inlude strutural data obtained

from x-ray rystallography and NMR, dynami data obtained from spetrosopy and in-

elasti neutron sattering as well as thermodynami data. Among the most ommonly used

potential energy funtions are the AMBER [98℄, CHARMM [99℄ and GROMOS [100℄ fore

�elds.

The energies of the biomoleules studied in this thesis were alulated using the CHARMM

fore �eld. In the CHARMM fore �eld, the potential energy is alulated as a sum of

bonded and nonbonded terms energy terms. The bonded terms, E

bonded

desribe the bonds,

angles and bond rotations in a moleule as explained in Fig. 2.1. The non-bonded terms,

E

nonbonded

aount for interations between nonbonded atoms i.e., atoms separated by 3 or

more ovalent bonds. The total energy, E

total

is given by:

E

total

= E

bonded

+E

nonbonded

= E

bonds

+E

angles

+E

impr

+E

UB

+E

dihedrals

| {z }

E

bonded

+E

vdW

+E

ele

| {z }

E

nonbonded

(2.1)

where, E

bonds

is the bond strething energy term, E

angles

is the angle bending energy term,

E

dihedrals

aounts for rotation along a bond, E

impr

is the distortion energy term, E

UB

is

the Urey-Bradley term, E

vdW

the van der Waals energy and E

ele

the eletrostati energy.

E

bonds

is given by a harmoni potential representing the interation between atom pairs

separated by one ovalent bond (i.e. 1,2-pairs). The term aounts for the energy of a

bond of bond length, b as a funtion of displaement from the ideal bond length, b

0

. The

fore onstant, K

b

, determines the strength of the bond. Both, the ideal bond length, b

0

and the fore onstant, K

b

depend on the hemial type of the atom-onstituents and are
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Figure 2.1: Shemati representation of the bonded interation terms ontributing to

the fore �eld: bond strething, angle bending, proper and improper dihedrals.

spei� for eah pair of bound atoms.

E

bonds

=

X

bonds

K

b

(b� b

0

)

2

(2.2)

E

angles

relates the alteration of bond angles, � from ideal values, �

0

and is also represented

by a harmoni potential.

E

angles

=

X

angles

K

�

(� � �

0

)

2

(2.3)

The Urey-Bradley term, E

UB

aounts for interations between the atom pairs involved in

1,3-on�gurations i.e. atoms bound to a ommon atom

E

UB

=

X

K

UB

(s� s

eq

)

2

(2.4)

where, K

UB

is the Urey-Bradley fore onstant and s the distane between the two atoms

in onsideration.

E

dihedrals

represents the torsion angle potential funtion whih models the presene of

torsional barriers between atoms separated by 3 ovalent bonds (i.e. 1,4-pairs). The term

desribes the rotation by a dihedral angle, � around a given bond with fore onstant, K

�

,
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phase,  and multipliity, n.

E

dihedrals

=

X

1;4�pairs

K

�

(1 + os (n�� )) (2.5)

K

b

, K

UB

, K

UB

, K

�

and K

�

, are usually evaluated from studies of small model ompounds

and omparing the geometry and vibrational spetra in the gas phase (IR and Raman

spetrosopy), supplemented, if neessary, with ab initio quantum alulations.

E

impr

is an energy term used to maintain hirality and planarity around the torsional angle,

!.

E

impr

=

X

K

!

(! � !

eq

)

2

(2.6)

E

nonbonded

has two omponents, the van der Waals interation energy, E

vdW

and the eletro-

stati interation energy, E

ele

. In the CHARMM fore �eld, the hydrogen bond interations

are aounted for by the eletrostati and van der Waals interations.

E

vdW

is ommonly desribed by a Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential. The Lennard-Jones po-

tential arises from a balane of two terms, a short range repulsive and a slower deaying

attrative fore. The attrative

1

=r

6

-term arises from spontaneous dipoles induing oppos-

ing dipoles in nearby atoms. The repulsive fore is predominant at short distanes where

the eletron-eletron repulsion is strong. The Lennard-Jones potential is determined by

two parameters: the ollision parameter, � and the depth of the potential, A. The ollision

parameter is the distane between two atoms at whih the Van-der-Waals energy is zero.

E

vdW

=

X

i;k

A

�

�

ik

r

12

ik

�

�

ik

r

6

ik

�

(2.7)

E

ele

, the eletrostati interation between a pair of atoms is represented by the Coulomb

potential. The Coulomb potential is inversely proportional to �, the e�etive dieletri

funtion for the medium and r

ik

, the distane between two atoms with harges q

i

and q

k

.

E

ele

=

X

i;k

q

i

q

k

�r

ik

(2.8)
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The Coulomb potential is usually adequate to desribe the interation between two harged

speies in a homogeneous medium suh as in vauum. However, the solvent surrounding a

biomoleule, usually water, has a fundamental inuene on the energetis of the biomoleule.

One of the most important e�ets of the solvent is the sreening of eletrostati interations.

A simple approximation to inlude the sreening e�et into alulations is to assign a

dieletri onstant of 80 for the solvent in the eletrostati term of the fore �eld. However,

this is a rude approximation and does not ompare well with experimental data sine the

polarisation in the protein environment is not represented. To obtain a better, physially-

relevant desription of a biomoleule in a solvent methods, suh as the Poisson-Boltzmann

model have been suessfully applied in onjuntion with the CHARMM fore�eld.

2.2 Poisson-Boltzmann Eletrostatis

Eletrostatis plays a key role in biologial proesses. The methods that have been used

to simulate eletrostatis in biologial systems may be broadly lassi�ed into those whih

expliitly simulate all moleules of the system, inluding solvent and dissolved salts, whih

are by far the more demanding, and those whih simulate the solvent and salts by a on-

tinuum model. Among the latter, the Poisson-Boltzmann equation has been widely and

suessfully used [101, 102℄.

The Poisson-Boltzmann equation is derived from the Poisson equation whih desribes the

eletrostati potential, � (r) in vauum at point, r from the harge density, �(r)

�� (r) = �4�

� (r)

�

0

(2.9)

where, �

0

is the dieletri onstant in vauum and equals 1. The Laplae operator, � is the

sum of the seond partial derivatives with respet to the spatial oordinates or equivalently

the divergene of the gradient.

The eletri �eld vetor, E is given by the negative gradient of � (r).

E = r� (r) (2.10)

The Nabla operator, r is the gradient operator with respet to spatial oordinates and its

square is the Laplae Operator, � = r

2

= r � r.

The eletrostati interations between harges in an uniform medium are usually weakened

ompared to those between the same harges in vauum. An external eletrostati �eld will

indue a dipole moment in atoms or moleules plaed in it. If the moleules already have a
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ε

ε solvent

protein

Figure 2.2: A protein of dieletri, �

protein

with �xed partial harges in a solvent of

permittivity, �

solvent

with mobile harges (ions).

net dipole moment, these permanent dipoles will be aligned by the �eld. The eletri �eld

generated by the indued and the aligned dipoles is direted opposite to the induing �eld.

As a onsequene, the overall �eld is weakened. The weakening of the external �eld an be

desribed impliitly by reduing the eletrostati potentials everywhere by a onstant fator

known as the relative permittivity or dieletri onstant, �

r

of the medium. On substituting

the Nabla operator and the relative permittivity, the Poisson equation takes the following

form:

r � r� (r) = �4�

� (r)

�

r

(2.11)

Obviously, the potentials that result from this equation are redued by

1

�

r

relative to their

values in vauum for the same harge distribution.

A protein in aqueous solution is not well desribed by an uniform permittivity, beause the

dieletri properties of the protein di�er signi�antly from those of water. By de�ning a

relative permittivity, �(r) whih depends on r, the Poisson equation beomes:

r � [�(r)r� (r)℄ = �4�� (r) (2.12)

In this approah, the maromoleule is treated as a low dieletri region with embedded

atomi partial harges. The dieletri onstant of the protein, �

protein

is typially set be-

tween 2 and 4 to take into aount eletroni polarisation and the limited exibility of the

maromoleule. The e�ets of the solvent moleules, whose motions are muh faster than

those of the solute moleule are taken into aount on average through a ontinuum of high

dieletri onstant. The high dieletri onstant of the solvent, �

solvent

usually set to 80
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also aounts for the muh weaker eletrostati interations in water ompared to a protein

interior. Mobile ions in the solvent are also aounted for in this approah by a Boltzmann

distribution. Fig. 2.2 illustrates suh a system with a protein of dieletri onstant, �

protein

and ontaining embedded harges in a solvent of permittivity, �

solvent

.

The harge density, �(r) of the above system an be thought to onsist of two parts, the

�xed harges of the protein, �

protein

(r) and the mobile harges of the solvent, �

ions

(r).

�r � [�(r)r� (r)℄ = 4� (�

protein

(r) + �

ions

(r)) (2.13)

The ion distribution in the solvent an be desribed by a Boltzmann distribution:

�

ions

(r) =

N

X

i=1



(i;bulk)

q

i

exp

�

�

q

i

�(r)

RT

�

(2.14)

where, N is the number of di�erent ion types, 

(i;bulk)

the onentration of ion type i in the

bulk and q

i

its harge. R is the gas onstant and T the temperature.

The Poisson-Boltzmann equation is obtained from Eqs. 2.13 and 2.14:

�r � [�(r)r� (r)℄ = 4�

 

�

prot

(r) +

N

X

i=1



(i;bulk)

q

i

exp

�

�

q

i

�(r)

RT

�

!

(2.15)

The Poisson-Boltzmann equation an be linearised if the eletrostati potential is small,

i.e., (

�(r)

RT

<< 1). The exponential is expanded up to the linear term whih when multiplied

by the pre-fator gives the quadrati term:

�r � [�(r)r� (r)℄ = 4�

 

�

prot

(r) +

N

X

i=1

�



(i;bulk)

q

i

� 

(i;bulk)

q

2

i

�(r)

RT

�

!

(2.16)

The �rst term in the expansion of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation

�

P

N

i=1



(i;bulk)

q

i

�

equals

zero sine the total harge of the mobile ions in solution is zero.

For small eletrostati potentials as they are generally found in proteins, the linear Poisson-

Boltzmann equation is a good approximation.

The ioni strength, I of a medium is de�ned as:

I =

1

2

N

X

i=1



(i;bulk)

q

2

i

(2.17)
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ε

ε solvent

protein

Figure 2.3: In the �nite-di�erene method, a grid is superposed on the protein-solvent

system to solve the Poisson-Boltzmann equation numerially. Eletrostati potentials

and harges are de�ned at the grid points, the eletrostati potential at any o�-grid

loation an then be obtained by interpolation from the nearest grid points.

The Poisson-Boltzmann equation an be extended to model a membrane environment by

inluding additional dieletri slabs. Hene, instead of two dieletri regions, a low dieletri

protein region and a high dieletri water region, additional slabs orresponding to the

membrane are inluded in the alulations. In previous alulations, a single slab of low

dieletri was used to model the membrane ore. In this thesis, a new �ve-slab membrane

model is applied and tested for its auray and validity, the details of whih are given in

Chapter 3.

Analytial solutions of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation exist only for simple, symmetri

systems suh as spherial bodies. Hene, for omplex maromoleules with irregular shapes,

Eq. 2.16 is usually solved numerially by �nite di�erene methods in whih the moleular

harges and dieletri onstants are disretised on a grid (Fig. 2.3). The disretisation

proedure has some disadvantages. For instane, the free energy of the system is largely

dependent on the relative position of harges on the grid and on the dimension of the

mesh. The grid-dependent self energy of harges must be aounted for while omputing

free energies [103℄. Further, the mesh must be �ne enough not to merge opposite harges

(dipoles) at the same node. �ne grid is also required to ensure a proper representation of

the maromoleule-solvent interfae and thus, to prevent artefats in the surfae potential

representation.

Charges are assigned to eah grid point and the orresponding eletrostati potentials are

then de�ned at those grid points. The eletrostati potential at any o�-grid loation an

be obtained by interpolation from the eight nearest grid points. A harge q, a distane a,

b and  from the nearest vertex points (shown in Fig. 2.4) is assigned to the grid with grid
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h

a
b

Figure 2.4: Assignation of harge, q that is a distane a and b from the nearest vertex

points to the grid with grid spaing, h. The distane  is not shown but represents the

distane in the z-diretion.

spaing h in the following manner:

q

grid

= q

�

1�

a

h

�

�

1�

b

h

�

�

1�



h

�

(2.18)

Of ourse, the split harges interat with eah other and result in high interations energies

and are termed "grid artefats". Taking an energy di�erene in two media of varying

dieletri onstants, suh as in vauum and water, anels out the grid artefat.

Eq. 2.16 may now be solved by integrating over the grid.

Z

r[�(r)r� (r)℄dr + 4�

Z

�

prot

(r)dr �

Z

N

X

i=1



(i;bulk)

q

2

i

�(r)

RT

dr = 0 (2.19)

By integrating over the entire volume we obtain,

Z

[�(r)r� (r)℄dA+ 4�q

0

� h

3

N

X

i=1



(i;bulk)

q

2

i

�(r)

RT

= 0 (2.20)

where, �

0

is the eletrostati potential at the entral point A.

However, the surfae integral an be de�ned as

Z

[�(r)r� (r)℄dA =

6

X

i=1

h�(i) (�

i

� �

0

) (2.21)

where, �

i

is the eletrostati potential at the nearest grid points i to the point A.
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Thus, from Eq. 2.20 and 2.21 we obtain:

6

X
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h�(i) (�

i

� �

0

) + 4�q

0

� h

3

N

X

i=1
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i

�(r)

RT

= 0 (2.22)

If we solve Eq. 2.22 for �

0

we get:
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+ 4�q
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i

1

RT

(2.23)

�

0

is solved in an iterative yle until self onsistent. The main problem problem of this

method is that the harge annot be extrapolated at the boundaries sine there are less than

the adequate number of neighbours. Tehniques suh as 'foussing' are used to overome

this problem. At �rst, a low-resolution large grid is used and the eletrostati potential at

the boundary is alulated by the Born model or the Debye-H�ukel theory. In the seond

step, the eletrostati potential from the larger grid is used to initialise the potential at the

boundaries of a smaller high-resolution grid. Suh foussing steps are repeated to obtain

the potential for a very high-resolution grid.

In this thesis, the Poisson-Boltzmann routine [104℄ in CHARMM was used to alulate the

eletrostati potentials. The parameters used in the alulations, suh as the ioni strength

and the temperature, are given in eah hapter along with the results.



Chapter 3

The Membrane Model

\We've been looking for someone to test them on all summer...", Harry Potter and the

Goblet of Fire, J K Rowling.

The struture and stability of membrane proteins are determined by interations of the

membrane-bound peptides with eah other, the lipid bilayer and solvent moleules [8, 52℄.

Peptide-lipid interations, though least haraterised, play a dominant role in membrane

protein arhiteture [8, 50, 52℄. Thus, to study membrane proteins and their energetis,

one needs to aount for the membrane-protein interations by a suitable membrane model.

Firstly, the model should allow aurate alulation of interation energies of the membrane

and moleules embedded in it. Furthermore, a membrane model should apture essential

features of membrane struture, suh as heterogeneity and the hanging polarity along the

bilayer normal. Finally, the model must be omputationally tratable, i.e., the omputa-

tional time required should be reasonable depending on the questions asked. For example,

moleular modelling and exploring large onformational spae demands a omputationally

inexpensive model, while detailed analysis of the dynamis and utuations in the mem-

brane protein require an exat all-atom representation of the membrane. In this hapter,

the membrane model used in this thesis is introdued and the basi tests performed are

disussed. The model aounts for the membrane impliitly and distinguishes between the

membrane head-group region, membrane ore and aqueous regions. The orientation, posi-

tion and energetis of ions and peptide side-hain analogues are hosen to aess the range

of validity of the proposed membrane representation.

31
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Figure 3.1: Five-slab ontinuum eletrostati model of a biologial membrane environ-

ment. The membrane is represented as three slabs orresponding to the two head-group

regions and the ore region. The head-group region is modelled as a 8

�

A slab on either

side of the low dieletri ore region. The two outer slabs orrespond to bulk water.

The dieletri onstants assigned to the regions are shown in the �gure.

3.1 The Five-Slab Membrane Model

In this thesis, the membrane is aounted for impliitly by a ontinuum dieletri approah.

The membrane is represented by a �ve-slab model as shown in Fig. 3.1. The unique feature

of the model is the distintion between the di�erent dieletri regions: solvent, head-group

and ore regions. The outermost slabs orrespond to the bulk aqueous phase, and the

innermost slab orresponds to the membrane ore. The two slabs in between orrespond

to the two lipid head-group regions of the membrane.

The outermost slabs of the model, i.e., those representing the aqueous phase are assigned

a dieletri onstant of 80, aounting for the high polarity of bulk water.

The innermost slab represents the membrane ore whih is omprised of the non-polar

long-hain fatty aids [105, 106℄. Correspondingly, the relative dieletri onstant of the

innermost slab is set to 2, representing the non-polar nature of the fatty-aid tails [105, 107℄.

A typial width of the ore region is 25

�

A (.f. Fig. 3.1). Variation of this model parameter,

however, is straightforward and alulations resembling bilayer perturbations are presented

in this thesis.

Inlusion of the head-group region of biologial membranes in a ontinuum model is ambigu-

ous sine the head-group region is heterogeneous with varying frations of phosphatidyl-

ethanolamines, phosphatidylserines, phosphatidylholines, sphingomyelin, glyolipids and

holesterol. Estimates of the dieletri onstant of the head-group region have yielded
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varying results depending in part on the lipid moieties [105{110℄. The polarity of the head-

group region in phosphatidylholine and phosphatidylserine bilayers has been found to be

intermediary to that of bulk water and the bilayer ore [108, 110℄. In the present ase, a

dieletri onstant of 10 was used to represent the permittivity of the head-group region.

The slab width was set to 8

�

A. A value of 10 for the dieletri onstant for the head-group

slab has been found to aurately reprodue experimental studies of adsorption of small

moleules in the head-group region [109℄. Variation of this parameter within reason did not

a�et the results presented.

3.2 Calulation of the Solvation Energy

The �ve-slab membrane model is used to investigate the orientation and energetis of various

biologially relevant moleules suh as membrane-embedded ions and polypeptides. The

most-probable orientation of a membrane-bound moleule is determined by the minimum of

the solvation free energy of the moleule in the membrane environment. The solvation free

energy of the moleule, �G

solv

in a membrane system is the free energy for transferring

the moleule from vauum into a given position and orientation in the membrane [97℄.

The solvation energy is alulated as desribed below, using an all-atom model for the

moleule onsidered together with the �ve-slab ontinuum dieletri membrane model. In

Chapter 4, the orientations of helial peptides in a membrane are determined by alulating

the solvation free energies of the peptides in a similar fashion.

�G

solv

was alulated aording to the thermodynami yle shown in Fig. 3.2. �G

solv

is

onsidered to be the sum of two ontributions:

�G

solv

= �G

ele

+�G

np

(3.1)

where, �G

ele

is the eletrostati omponent of the solvation free energy and �G

np

the

non-polar omponent of the solvation free energy.

�G

ele

is the eletrostati energy required to transfer the peptide from vauum to a given

position in the membrane. It is given by the di�erene of the energy required to harge the

peptide in the membrane, �G

mem

ele

and in vauum, �G

va

ele

:

�G

ele

= �G

mem

ele

��G

va

ele

(3.2)

�G

ele

was alulated using the linearised Poisson-Boltzmann equation (Eq. 2.16), relating

the variation in the eletrostati potential, � to the spatially dependent dieletri permit-
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Figure 3.2: Four-step thermodynami yle to alulate �G

solv

for a moleule (depited

as a ylinder) in a membrane. �G

mem

ele

and �G

va

ele

orrespond to the energy of harging

the peptide in the membrane and in vauum, respetively. The non-polar ontribution,

�G

np

is the ost of avity formation in the surrounding solvent.

tivity, �(r) and the harge distribution, �(r). For omplex systems, the linearised Poisson-

Boltzmann equation is solved numerially. The details of the alulations are given in the

next setion.

�G

np

is the ost of avity formation in the aqueous phase and is estimated to be linearly

proportional to the water-aessible surfae area of the moleules [111℄. �G

np

is estimated

as [97℄:

�G

np

= A+ b (3.3)

where, A is the solvent-aessible surfae area of the peptide in the aqueous phase and 

and b are onstants. The proportionality onstant,  is ommonly referred to as 'surfae

tension oeÆient' and represents the ontribution to the solvation free energy per unit

surfae area [32, 112℄. The onstant, b is the free energy of hydration for a point solute

(A = 0).

In this thesis, the values used are:  = 0.0278 kal/mol

�

A

2

and b = -1.71 kal/mol. These

values of  and b were derived from the partitioning of alkanes between liquid alkane and
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water [112℄. Thus, the non-polar interations between the lipid and the solute moleule

are onsidered impliitly. The values of  and b have been used earlier for alulations on

membrane proteins and ompare well with experimental results [28, 32, 34℄.

3.2.1 Methods

Model onstrution

The monovalent ions, Na

+

and Cl

�

were modelled as spherial harges of unit harge

and radii 1.02

�

A and 1.81

�

A, respetively. The ions were positioned at various depths of

membrane insertion, v and �G

solv

was alulated.

All-atom models of indole, butane and imidazolium moleules were onstruted from the

CHARMM parameter set [99℄. The moleules were positioned along the membrane normal

and �G

solv

was alulated. The depth of membrane insertion, v was alulated as the

distane of the entre of mass of the moleule from the entre of the membrane. Indole was

oriented in the membrane with the ring perpendiular to the bilayer normal. Imidazolium

was oriented with the ring along the bilayer normal and the positively-harged Nitrogen

atom pointing outward towards the aqueous phase.

Calulation of �G

solv

�G

solv

was alulated as a funtion of v for the above moleules aording to the thermo-

dynami yle shown in Fig. 3.2. The two omponents, �G

ele

and �G

np

were alulated

as desribed in the following setions.

Calulation of �G

ele

�G

ele

was obtained numerially by solving the linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation using

a �nite di�erene method implemented in the CHARMM software pakage (version 29a2).

The ioni strength was set to 0.15 M. The eletrostati potentials were alulated using

the foussing tehnique [104℄ on a grid with grid spaing 1.0

�

A, 0.5

�

A and 0.25

�

A. In all

alulations, the distane between the grid boundaries and the moleular surfae was set

to at least 15

�

A. The atomi radii of the atom types were taken as the alulated Born

radii [113℄. A ardinal b-spline was used for distributing harges over the grid points. The

temperature was set to 300 K and no membrane potential was applied. The eletrostati

potentials in the membrane environment and in vauum (� = 1) were alulated. The or-

responding solvation free energies of the system in the membrane, �G

mem

ele

and in vauum,
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�G

va

ele

were omputed from the above potentials.

Calulation of �G

np

�G

np

was alulated from Eq. 3.3. The solvent-aessible surfae area, A was alulated

using the Lee and Rihards algorithm [114℄ implemented in the CHARMM software pakage.

A probe sphere of radius 1.4

�

A was used in all alulations.

3.3 Tests of the Membrane Model

Similar to every new model, simple tests were performed to validate the �ve-slab membrane

model. The tests were performed by alulating the solvation energy of a few systems suh

as ions and side-hain analogues for whih experimental data was available.

3.3.1 Ions

The simplest test of an eletrostati model is its treatment of a spherial harge. Thus,

as a �rst test of the membrane model the solvation free energy of ions, suh as Na

+

and

Cl

�

is alulated at various positions in the membrane. The �G

ele

values are ompared

to the energies derived from the Born equation (Eq. 1.1) for homogeneous media. Fig. 3.3

shows �G

ele

for spherial harges orresponding to Na

+

and Cl

�

ions, at various depths

of membrane insertion, v. The alulations were performed in the absene of mobile solvent

ions to diretly relate the energies to the Born energies.

Ion Position Born Energy[kal/mol℄ �G

ele

[kal/mol℄

Na

+

Membrane Core -81.5 -86.4

Na

+

Water -161.0 -167.7

Cl

�

Membrane Core -45.8 -51.0

Cl

�

Water -90.5 -92.2

Table 3.1: The eletrostati solvation free energy for monovalent ions in the mem-

brane model. The membrane ore orresponds to a region of dieletri onstant �=2

and the water layer orresponds to �=80. The orresponding Born energies in these

homogeneous media, i.e., the transfer from vauum to the given medium is also shown.

Both ions have a lower solvation energy in the aqueous medium ompared to the membrane

ore. The head-group region also stabilises the ions ompared to the membrane ore. The
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Figure 3.3: �G

solv

vs. membrane insertion for sodium (�) and hloride (N) ions in

the membrane. Both ions have a lower solvation energy in the aqueous media om-

pared to the membrane ore. The head-group region also stabilises the ions ompared

to the membrane ore. The ore, head-group and aqueous regions of the membrane

environment are marked.

e�et of the dieletri boundary is seen even before the ion enters the lower dieletri region.

Further, due to its larger radius, the hloride ion has a lower energy ompared to the sodium

ion, sine its negative harge is deloalised over a larger volume.

�G

ele

is reported for the two ions in the membrane ore and in bulk water. The energies

of the ions in the two media (i.e., the membrane ore and water) ompare well to those

alulated by the Born equation for a homogeneous media of � = 2 and � = 80, respetively

(Table 3.1).

3.3.2 Side-hain Analogues

The next step in validating the model was to alulate solvation energy pro�les for various

side-hain analogues. Three moleules, butane, imidazolium and indole were hosen to

investigate the relative importane of the free energy terms for di�erent solutes. The three

moleules are the side-hain analogues of Leu, His (at low pH) and Trp, respetively.

Fig. 3.4 shows the �G

solv

vs. v for butane, imidazolium and indole. For butane, �G

solv

is

roughly onstant inside the membrane and inreases in the aqueous region. �G

np

inreases

as the moleule enters the aqueous phase and the total inrease in �G

solv

in the aqueous
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Figure 3.4: �G

solv

vs. depth of membrane insertion, v for indole (�), imidazolium (N)

and butane (Æ) ions in the membrane. The most probable position for butane is the

membrane ore and that for imidazolium is the aqueous phase. For indole, �G

solv

is

the minimum in the head-group region as a result of ompensation between �G

ele

and �G

np

.

phase is attributed to this inrease in �G

np

. The partitioning of butane in the membrane

ore is as expeted, sine butane is non-polar and favours the non-polar membrane interior.

In ontrast, for imidazolium, �G

solv

is lowest in the aqueous region (Fig. 3.4, blue). Imi-

dazolium, a harged ion, is known to prefer the aqueous medium. Similar to butane, �G

np

of imidazolium inreases as the moleule enters the aqueous phase. However, for a harged

speies suh as imidazolium, the derease in �G

ele

in the aqueous phase is muh larger

than the inrease in �G

np

. Thus, inrease in �G

np

does not balane the larger derease in

�G

ele

and onsequently �G

solv

dereases in the aqueous phase.

�G

solv

vs. v for indole is shown in Fig. 3.4 (blak irles). �G

solv

obtains a minimum in

the head-group region as a result of ompensation between �G

ele

and �G

np

(see Fig. 3.5).

The ompensation between �G

ele

and �G

np

deides the �nal position of the moleule,

sine �G

ele

favours polar environments while �G

np

opposes entering the aqueous layer.

The result agrees with reent NMR measurements showing that indole partitions into the

head-group region of lipid bilayers [51℄.
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Figure 3.5: �G

solv

(N) as a funtion of v for indole in the membrane. The eletro-

stati omponent. �G

np

(�) and the non-polar omponent, �G

ele

(Æ) are also shown.

�G

solv

is minimum in the head-group region as a result of ompensation between

�G

ele

and �G

np

. The membrane ore, membrane head-group and aqueous regions

are marked.

3.3.3 Disussion

The �ve-slab ontinuum membrane model is introdued and shown to be validated by

alulating the solvation energies of ions and side-hain analogues. The model is shown to

aount well for the heterogeneous environment of the membrane by impliitly inorporating

a head-group region. The solvation energies for Na

+

and Cl

�

ions loated in the entre

of the membrane ore and the aqueous region of the model are alulated and ompare

well to the orresponding Born energies in homogeneous media. Thus, the membrane

model aurately reprodues the eletrostati omponent of the solvation free energy. All

subsequent alulations presented in this thesis represent the membrane environment using

this model.

Furthermore, the �ve-slab membrane model aounted for the partitioning of various side-

hain analogues at di�erent positions along the membrane. Similar positional preferenes

for residues are also seen in transmembrane peptides. Butane, a non-polar moleule is found

to partition in the membrane ore. The favourable partitioning of butane in the membrane

ore orresponds to hydrophobi amino-aid residues suh as Leu and Ile that are known

to be inorporated in the membrane ore [47, 48, 50℄. In ontrast, imidazolium, a harged

speies, is seen to learly prefer the aqueous phase. The preferene of imidazolium for the
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aqueous phase is analogous to harged speies suh as His side hains whih partition in the

aqueous phase. Indole, a side-hain analogue of Trp, is seen to prefer the head-group region.

Aromati residues suh as Trp have been seen to interat with the head-group region, often

at the level of lipid arbonyls [40, 51℄. Thus, the tests using side-hain analogues showed

that the model is able to reprodue many known lipid-peptide interations.

The model introdued here is found to aurately alulate solvation energies of biologially

important ions. The membrane model also reprodues the �ne balane between the various

lipid-peptide and peptide-peptide interations as seen in the alulations of the side-hain

analogues. Further, the �ve-slab ontinuum model is omputationally not very expensive

and therefore allows the sampling of a large onformational spae. Thus, the model is

found suitable for studying the orientation of larger membrane peptides. In Chapter 4, the

model is used to study the energetis of helial peptide orientations in the membrane. The

eletrostatis of membrane peptides and helies in membrane proteins is investigated with

the presented model in Chapter 5. The �ve-slab membrane model is then used to model

the strutures of transmembrane dimers in Chapter 6.



Chapter 4

Energetis of Helial Peptide

Orientation in Membranes

\Sway and sway in the summer air...", Her Voie, Osar Wilde.

4.1 Orientation of Helial Peptides in Membranes

Helial peptides are the main building bloks of membrane proteins and determine mem-

brane protein arhiteture by their assoiation. The priniples determining helial ori-

entations therefore also deide the struture of the more omplex membrane proteins.

Though the orientation of various membrane peptides has been determined experimen-

tally, [37, 45, 48, 115{117℄ the energetis of helial orientation in membranes are poorly un-

derstood. The main fous of researh has been to determine helix propensity and the role of

the various amino-aid residues. The orientation of melittin [29, 31, 33℄, the Sr membrane

domain [34℄, the FYVE membrane domain [30℄, the inuenza virus fusion peptide [35℄,

helial fragments of bateriorhodopsin [35℄, a 20-mer WALP peptide [74℄, alamethiin [74℄

and glyophorin A [33℄ have been reprodued theoretially. However, none of these studies

attempted to deompose the di�erent ontributions to the membrane-peptide interation

or to alulate the harateristi tilt angles of the helix axis.

In this study, the energetis of the orientation of membrane-bound �-helies is investigated

by alulating the solvation energy of various peptides in a membrane system, i.e., the

free energy for transferring the helix from vauum into a given position and orientation in

the membrane. The harateristi orientation of a number of transmembrane and surfae

aligned peptides is alulated and the fators determining their position and orientation are

examined. The di�erent ontributions to the membrane-peptide interations in membrane-

bound helies are alulated. Simple models, suh as dipole and peptide analogues are used

41
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to desribe the energetis of the membrane helies, thereby, deomposing the omplex ener-

getis of membrane peptides into simpler terms. The membrane environment is represented

by the �ve-slab model desribed in Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.1). The solvation energy is alulated

using an all-atom model for the peptide together with the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for

the eletrostati solvation energy and a term representing the ost of avity formation in

the aqueous solvent. The most probable orientation is determined by the minimum of the

solvation free energy of the peptide in the membrane environment.

At �rst, the orientation of a dipole in a membrane is examined analytially and shown to

be a good approximation to the energetis of N-methylaetamide, whih ontains a single

peptide group. The peptide dipole energetis are found to tend to orient the axes of single

helies perpendiular to the membrane plane and the alulations indiate that this e�et

dominates the positioning of polyalanine helies. The length dependene of helix tilt angles

and utuations in the tilt angles are examined. Further, avity formation in the aqueous

solvent is found to play a ruial role in determining tilt angles of helies longer than the

membrane width.

The model reprodues the experimentally-determined tilt angles of several membrane--

spanning helies inluding glyophorin A, melittin and the WALP peptides. Further, the

length-dependent utuation in the tilt angles of the WALP peptides is predited and may

rationalise the non-zero tilt of the shorter peptides. The e�et of bilayer thinning on the

orientation of the peptides has also been studied and shown not to signi�antly a�et the

results. Potential appliations of the model in the analysis of peptide-membrane interations

and membrane-protein struture predition are disussed.

4.2 Methodology

The most probable orientation of a membrane helix is that with the lowest solvation free

energy, �G

solv

, i.e., the free energy for transferring the helix from vauum into a given

position and orientation in the membrane. Here, the position and orientation of a membrane

peptide are desribed by two parameters: the tilt angle, �, and the depth of membrane

insertion, v. � and v are depited in Fig. 4.1. � is the angle between the helix axis and the

membrane normal and desribes the orientation of the helix in the membrane. For instane,

� � 0

Æ

for a transmembrane helix and � � 90

Æ

for surfae aligned peptides. The position

of the peptide is desribed by v, the distane of the entre of mass of the helix from the

entre of the membrane. The value of v depends on the hydrophobiity of the peptides and

for symmetri transmembrane peptides, v is expeted to equal zero.
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Figure 4.1: Parameters desribing the orientation of a single helix in the membrane:

tilt angle, � and depth of membrane insertion, v. � is the angle between the membrane

normal and the helix axis and v is the distane between the entre of the membrane

and the entre of mass of the helix.

4.2.1 Model Constrution

N-methylaetamide

N-methylaetamide is a ommonly used peptide-bond analogue. The struture of N-

methylaetamide is depited in Fig. 4.2. Atomi oordinates for the moleule were on-

struted using CHARMM [99℄ moleular parameters for peptide models.

Polyalanine Peptides

Polyalanine peptides with 20, 25, 28, 30, 35 and 40 Ala residues, were modelled as ideal

�-helies with  =-47

Æ

and �=-57

Æ

[2℄ using CHARMM to assign the moleular parameters.

The N- and C-termini were bloked with aetyl and N-methyl aetyl groups, respetively.

In addition, helies with 20 and 30 residues were modelled with harged ends.

WALP Peptides

WALP peptides are helies of alternating Ala and Leu residues with anking Trp residues.

The peptides were modelled as ideal �-helies with  =-47

Æ

and �=-57

Æ

using CHARMM
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Figure 4.2: The struture of N-methylaetamide, a ommonly used peptide-bond ana-

logue. The moleule was used in the thesis to investigate the energetis of the peptide

bond in a membrane.

to assign the moleular parameters. Peptides with 19, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 residues were

onstruted with bloked ends.

Melittin

The melittin peptide bakbone struture, 2MLT [118℄, was taken from the Protein Data

Bank [119℄ (PDB) and the N- and C- termini were harged so as to represent the naturally-

ourring peptide. The side hains were onstruted using the software SCWRL [120℄

(version 2.0), whih determines the most probable rotameri onformations from a bak-

bone-dependent rotamer library [121℄. Steri lashes are relieved systematially by a om-

binatorial searh of rotamers in an order de�ned by the rotamer library and alulated

interation energies.

Glyophorin A

The bakbone struture of the transmembrane segment of the glyophorin A monomer,

ode 1AFO [42℄ residues 73 - 100, was taken from the PDB. The N-terminus was bloked

with an aetyl group and the C-terminus with an N-methyl group. The side hains were

again onstruted using the software SCWRL.

All the above peptide models were energy minimised in a dieletri medium of �=2 using

the CHARMM fore �eld [99℄ (version 29a2) with 1000 steps of Steepest Desent followed

by 1000 steps of Newton-Raphson minimisation with 1kal/mol harmoni onstraints on

the bakbone atoms.
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4.2.2 Calulation of Solvation Energy

�G

solv

was alulated as a funtion of v and � for the above-modelled peptides aording

to the thermodynami yle shown in Fig. 3.2. The two omponents �G

ele

(eletrostati)

and �G

np

(non-polar) were alulated as desribed below.

Calulation of �G

ele

�G

ele

was evaluated numerially by solving the linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation to

alulate the eletrostati potentials in the membrane environment and in vauum. The

orresponding eletrostati solvation free energies of the system in the membrane, �G

mem

ele

and in vauum, �G

va

ele

were omputed from the alulated eletrostati potentials. The

parameters used were idential to those desribed in Setion 3.2.1.

Calulation of �G

np

�G

np

was alulated using Eq. 3.3. The solvent-aessible surfae area, A was alulated

using the CHARMM software pakage. As in Setion 3.2.1, a probe sphere radius of 1.4

�

A

was used to de�ne the surfae.

Analytial Solution of the Poisson Equation for a Dipole in a Membrane

To alulate �G

ele

for a dipole in a membrane the Poisson equation was solved analytially

for a dipole in the �ve-slab ontinuum model. The analytial solution was derived in

ollaboration with Lars Meinhold.

The Poisson equation is:

r � [�(r)r�(r)℄ = �4��(r) (4.1)

where, � is the eletrostati potential within a medium of uniform dieletri onstant � and

� is the harge distribution. The distane between the two dieletri boundaries was on-

sidered to be large enough for the dipole harges to experiene only one dieletri boundary

at a time. This approximation was validated by a numerial solution in whih a dipole of

the same dipole strength traversed the �ve-slab membrane model. The numerial solution

(.f. Fig. 4.5) showed that towards the entre of the head-group region �G

ele

was onstant

indiating a homogeneous �eld and that at either dieletri boundary the hange of �G

ele

was independent of the other dieletri boundary.
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Figure 4.3: A single harge, q, and its mirror harge, q

0

loated at points A and A',

respetively. Both harges are plaed a distane, d away from the boundary between

media with dieletri onstants, �

1

and �

2

, respetively. The eletrostati potential, �

is alulated at point P whih is at distane, R

1

from q and distane R

2

from q

0

. If

the point P lies in the dieletri region with dieletri onstant, �

2

then only a single

image harge q

00

plaed at the same position as q is experiened.

The total eletrostati potential � an be written as:

� = �

q

a

+ �

q

b

(4.2)

where �

q

a

and �

q

b

are the potentials at point r due to harges q

a

and q

b

respetively. For

a dipole q

a

= �q

b

. The eletrostati potential, �

q

at point, P in ylindrial oordinates

(�; �; z), due to a single harge, q plaed a distane, d away from a dieletri boundary

between media with dieletri onstants, �

1

and �

2

is [93℄ (see Fig. 4.3):

�

q

=

1

4��

1

�

q

R

1

+

q

0

R

2

�

z > 0

�

q

=

1

4��

2

q

00

R

1

z < 0

(4.3)

where, R

1

=

q

�

2

+ (d� z)

2

and R

2

=

q

�

2

+ (d+ z)

2

. The image harges q

0

and q

00

are

hosen to satisfy the boundary onditions for the eletri �eld E i.e.,
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Using E = �r�

q

and Eq. 4.3 yields

q

0

=

�

1

��

2

�

2

+�

1

q

q

00

=

2�

2

�

2

+�

1

q

(4.5)

The eletrostati �eld energy of the dipole is then given by

W =

Z

V

�(r)E

2

dV (4.6)

=

Z

V

�(r)[(r�

a

)

2

+ (r�

b

)

2

| {z }

self energy

+ r�

a

� r�

b

| {z }

interation energy

℄ dV (4.7)

where, �

a

and �

b

are obtained from Eq. 4.3. Problems arise from the divergent self energy

terms when integrating Eq. 4.7. These diÆulties were avoided by integrating on a plane

parallel to the dipole axis, thus exluding the singularities. This proedure orresponds to

a remapping of the energy density of the eletri �eld from three to two dimensions.

4.2.3 Computational Requirements

Eah system setup took about one hour on four 800MHz proessors in a Linux luster.

Eah �G

solv

alulation took about one hour on a single proessor (2400 MHz, 2048 MB

RAM). The total CPU time required for the alulations was �3000 h.

4.3 Peptide Dipoles

We begin our analysis by alulating the eletrostati energy of peptide dipoles in mem-

branes. Consider �rst a simple dipole, onsisting of harges q=�1:0 e plaed 0.5

�

A apart,

rossing the �ve-slab membrane depited in Fig. 3.1. The Poisson equation is solved an-

alytially for this system. We ompare two orientations of the dipole: �=0

Æ

and �=90

Æ

,

where � is the angle between the dipole axis and the membrane normal (see Fig. 4.1). The

di�erene in �G

ele

between the 0

Æ

and 90

Æ

orientations is the barrier to ipping, E

flip

and

gives the preferene of one orientation over the other.

Plots of �G

ele

vs. the depth of membrane insertion, v for the two orientations of the simple

dipole are shown in Fig. 4.4. �G

ele

dereases when traversing from the membrane ore to

the head-group region to the aqueous medium sine �G

ele

is inversely proportional to �,

whih inreases in this diretion. Further, the di�erene in �G

ele

between the membrane
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Figure 4.4: �G

ele

vs. membrane insertion, v for a dipole (dipole moment = 2.4 D)

alulated by the analytial solution of the Poisson equation. Two orientations, �=0

o

(�) and �=90

o

(4), are onsidered. The energy of ipping in the membrane, E

flip

is

given by the di�erene of �G

ele

of the two orientations at a given value of v. The

two dotted lines depit the boundaries of the head-group region. E

flip

is non-zero only

near the boundary between two media giving rise to a preferene of one onformation

over the other.

ore and head-group region is approximately four times the di�erene in �G

ele

between

head-group region and water. This di�erene in �G

ele

arises due to the variation of �

(and hene the potential) in the three media and equals (

1

�

1

�

1

�

2

)(

1

�

2

�

1

�

3

)

�1

where, �

1

; �

2

and �

3

are the dieletri onstants of the membrane ore, head-group region and water,

respetively.

In a homogeneous medium, suh as the membrane interior, the entre of the head-group

region or the aqueous region, there is no orientational preferene of �G

ele

and hene no

tendeny of the dipole to orient itself in a partiular diretion. In ontrast, a di�erene in

�G

ele

of the two orientations is seen near the dieletri boundaries, i.e., when the dipole

traverses from the membrane ore to the head-group region or from the head-group region to

the aqueous layer. Near a dieletri boundary, if the dipole axis is parallel to the membrane

normal then a reation �eld ountering the harge losest to the boundary builds in the

medium with higher polarity, lowering �G

ele

. In ontrast, if the dipole axis is perpendiular

to the membrane normal, the reation �elds due to the two harges anel eah other and

there is no net lowering of �G

ele

. Thus, near a boundary between the dipole-ontaining

medium and a higher-polarity medium, the orientation with the dipole axis parallel to the

membrane normal is favoured over the perpendiular orientation. However, this piture

reverses one the mid-point of the boundary is reahed. On rossing this point, the dipole

with �=90

Æ

is ompletely immersed in the more-polar medium and is hene more favourable.
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Figure 4.5: �G

ele

vs. membrane insertion, v for a Dipole (dipole moment = 2.4D)

alulated numerially as desribed in Setion 4.2. Two orientations �=0

o

(�) and

�=90

o

(4) are onsidered. The energy of ipping in the membrane, E

flip

is given by

the di�erene of �G

ele

of the two orientations at a given value of v. The two dotted

lines depit the boundaries of the head-group region. E

flip

is non-zero only near the

boundary between two media giving rise to a preferene of one onformation over the

other.

As a ontrol alulation, �G

ele

is also alulated numerially as desribed in Setion 4.2.

A non-zero value of radii was assigned to the dummy atoms to avoid in�nite self energies.

Fig. 4.5 shows the plot of �G

ele

vs. v at �=0

Æ

and �=90

Æ

. The plot is similar to Fig 4.4

and shows that �G

ele

is onstant in the interior of the head-group region.

4.3.1 Orientational Preferene of N-methylaetamide

The analysis is now extended to a moleule ontaining a single peptide bond: N-methyl-

aetamide. For this moleule, �G

ele

was alulated numerially as desribed in Setion 4.2.

Fig. 4.6 shows the plot of �G

ele

vs. v at �=0

Æ

and �=90

Æ

. The results are qualitatively

similar to the simple dipole model of Fig. 4.4. E

flip

is seen to depend on the v as in the

ase of a simple dipole. Thus, the energetis of the orientational dependene of N-methyl-

aetamide is well desribed by that of a simple dipole.

4.4 Polyalanine Peptides

In the next step, polyalanine peptides of varying lengths were investigated. Polyalanine pep-

tides have been shown to adopt predominantly helial onformations in lipid bilayers [47℄.
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Figure 4.6: �G

ele

vs. membrane insertion, v for N-methylaetamide alulated nu-

merially as desribed in Setion 4.2. Two orientations �=0

o

(�) and �=90

o

(4) are

onsidered. The energy of ipping in the membrane, E

flip

is given by the di�erene of

�G

ele

of the two orientations at a given value of v. The two dotted lines depit the

boundaries of the head-group region. E

flip

is non-zero only near the boundary between

two media giving rise to a preferene of one onformation over the other.

However, due to experimental limitations suh as peptide aggregation, polyalanine peptide

orientation in membranes has not been studied so far. Here, the results of a deomposition

of the various fators governing the orientation these simple helies in a membrane are

presented.

4.4.1 Effet of Different Classes of Charged Groups on �G

ele

The hemial groups in a helix an be divided into the peptide bakbone, the side hains

and the N- and C-terminal groups. The ontributions of eah of these three lasses to

�G

ele

in a 30-mer polyalanine peptide are shown in Figs. 4.7 A and 4.7 B. Two types of

end groups: harged (NH

+

3

and CO

�

2

) and bloked (aylated N-terminus and N-Methylated

C-terminus), are also examined.

To alulate the ontribution of the above lasses to the total �G

ele

for the bloked end-

group 30-mer peptide, the partial harges of all other atoms exept those onstituting the

seleted groups were set to zero (Fig. 4.7A). The �gure shows that the side hains ontribute

very little to the total �G

ele

barrier. The bloked peptide end groups make the seond

lowest ontribution. The peptide bakbone ontributes the most, about three times more

than the end groups. Thus, it is indeed the peptide group dipoles that play the major role

in orienting the polyalanine helix axis perpendiular to the membrane surfae.

The presene of harged termini inreases the energy di�erene between the orientation with
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Figure 4.7: A: �G

ele

vs. tilt angle, � for a 30-mer polyalanine peptide with bloked

ends with partial harges only on the side-hain atoms (Æ), N- and C- termini (4) or

bakbone (�). The ontribution of the bakbone atoms to the energy of ipping in a

membrane, E

flip

is the largest. The total energy annot be expressed as a sum of the

di�erent ontributions due to the interation terms. B: �G

solv

vs. � at v = 0 for a

30-mer polyalanine peptide with harged ends (4) and bloked ends (Æ). The energies

in both A and B are relative to the lowest energy onformer.

� = 0

Æ

and 90

Æ

. This inrease arises from the fat that it is energetially less favourable to

bury the harged end groups than the bloked ones. In ontrast, there is little di�erene in

the minimum-energy tilt angle between the bloked and harged peptides (Fig. 4.7B).

4.4.2 Effet of Peptide Length

We now further develop the analysis by alulating the solvation energy, �G

solv

, i.e., by

adding in the non-polar term, �G

np

, and by examining the dependene of the minimum-

energy tilt angle on peptide length. The minimum-energy tilt angles for polyalanine pep-

tides with 20, 25, 28, 30, 35 and 40 residues are plotted in Fig 4.8. The membrane thikness

is 41

�

A, orresponding approximately to a helix of 27 residues. The length of the 20-mer

polyalanine peptide is thus shorter than the bilayer thikness. Consequently, the lowest-

energy orientation is parallel to the membrane normal i.e., � = 0

o

, so as to optimise the

above-haraterised eletrostati energy of the peptide dipoles.

For peptides longer than the bilayer thikness, the ost of avity formation in the aqueous

layer (�G

np

) is large enough to ause tilting of the helies so as to derease the surfae

area exposed to the aqueous medium. Thus, for the 28-mer polyalanine peptide, whih

is longer than the membrane thikness, a non-zero tilt is observed. A further inrease in

tilt angle is observed with inreasing number of residues. The minimum-energy tilt angle

inreases roughly linearly with the peptide length, as is evident in Fig. 4.8. Approximating

the �-helix as a ylinder of length, l and radius r, the exposed surfae area at �=0

Æ

is given
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Figure 4.8: Calulated orientations of polyalanine peptides in a membrane environ-

ment Minimum-energy tilt angles vs. number of residues for polyalanine peptides at

v=0

�

A. The thermal utuations given by the bars were alulated by �tting a harmoni

potential to the energy pro�le of eah peptide.

by A = 2�r(l � d) where d is the width of the bilayer. Sine �G

np

is proportional to the

exposed surfae area, the ontribution of �G

np

to the total �G

solv

inreases approximately

linearly.

To estimate the dynami utuation of the tilt angle, a harmoni funtion was �tted to the

solvation free energy pro�les in the low-energy region. The resulting thermal utuations

of the tilt angles, alulated from the �tted harmoni potentials, are also shown in Fig.

4.8, as bars. The utuations of the peptides derease with inreasing helix length. Large

utuations are possible in shorter peptides suh as the 20-mer sine for v = 0, �G

ele

is

relatively broad and the peptides are never exposed to the aqueous layer for any value of �.

In ontrast, utuation of the helix axis for the longer peptides leads to stronger variations

in �G

np

and �G

ele

. Thus, the longer peptides are loked in steeper potentials. The above

aspets of the free energy pro�les are evident in Fig. 4.9 in whih �G

solv

, �G

ele

and �G

np

are plotted vs. � for the 40-mer polyalanine peptide. This deomposition also illustrates

how the tilting of the longer polyalanine peptides is due mainly to the ontribution of �G

np

.

The results in Fig. 4.8 suggest a simple geometri model in whih the tilt angle adopted

by a helix is the smallest possible while ensuring that the length of the helix an be fully

inorporated within the bilayer. Aording to this model, d = l os �, where d is the width

of the bilayer and l the length of the helix. However, as shown in Fig. 4.10 this model

overestimates the tilt angles. Thus, the balane between �G

ele

and �G

np

is not well

represented by the simple geometri model.
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Figure 4.9: �G

solv

vs. � for a 40-mer with bloked ends at v=0

�

A. The eletrostati,

�G

ele

(Æ) and non-polar, �G

np

(4) omponents of the total �G

solv

(�) are also

plotted. The most probable orientation of the peptide is � = 45

Æ

.

4.4.3 Bilayer Thinning and Sensitivity of Model Parameters

It has been proposed that, for short peptides, bilayer thinning ours to ompensate for the

hydrophobi mismath between the membrane thikness and peptide length [39℄. Reduing

the membrane ore thikness from 25

�

A to 20

�

A did not lead to a hange in the tilt angle

for the 20-mer polyalanine peptide. Further, to test whether the dieletri onstant of the

non-polar membrane ore a�ets the results, a ontrol alulation, inreasing the dieletri

onstant of the ore region to �=4, was arried out for the 40-mer. However, the tilt angle

did not hange, remaining at 50

Æ

. Thus, we see that in the present ase, neither bilayer

thinning nor permittivity hanges greatly inuene the peptide orientations.

No theoretial or experimental estimates of �G

np

for the membrane head-group region

exist. To test the ost of avity formation in the head-group region in present membrane

model, ontrol alulations were performed on polyalanine peptides. A term similar to

�G

np

for the aqueous layer but lower in magnitude was inorporated in the alulations of

the tilt angles. However, the loation of the free-energy minimum did not hange in these

alulations.

4.5 WALP Peptides

The WALP peptides are of partiular interest as experimental NMR [40℄ and spetro-

sopi [38℄ data exist on their tilt angles. Therefore, alulations similar to those disussed

above for the polyalanines were performed for WALP peptides with varying numbers of
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Figure 4.10: The minimum-energy � (Æ) and that predited by a geometri model (|)

is plotted against peptide length, l. The geometri model assumes that the value of �

adopted by a peptide is the maximum suh that the peptide just spans the bilayer (see

text).

amino-aid residues. The resulting tilt angles and orresponding utuations are plotted in

Fig. 4.11.

As for the polyalanine helies, the tilt angle for the 19-mer and 20-mer WALP peptide is 0

Æ

,

the peptides orienting perpendiular to the membrane plane. The tilt angle for the longer

peptides again deviates from zero, inreasing with the number of residues. The tilt angles

are found to be in good agreement with experiment.

A further point of interest is that in the experimental determination of the tilt angle of the

19-mer WALP peptide it was suggested that this peptide has a non-zero tilt angle but is

nevertheless oriented roughly perpendiularly to the membrane plane [40℄. The present

analysis suggests that the relatively large utuations of the 19-mer WALP peptide tilt

angle may have led to this observation.

To test whether the bilayer head-group region ontributes signi�antly to the �nal tilt

angle and orresponding utuations of a peptide, a ontrol alulation of the orientation

of a 20-mer WALP peptide was arried out with a three-slab membrane model as used

in previous studies [32℄. Due to the absene of a head-group region in the bilayer, the

tryptophan residues are unable to anhor the peptide to the head-group region and the

peptide was seen to tilt appreiably: the tilt angle alulated was 21

Æ

with utuation of

�4

Æ

. These results are in ontrast to the alulations with the �ve-slab model and also

with the orresponding experimental results. Hene, inluding head-group energetis is

neessary for alulating membrane-peptide orientations.
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Figure 4.11: Minimum-energy tilt angle as a funtion of residue length for WALP

peptides at v=0

�

A. The theoretially-determined tilt angles are represented by (�)

and the bars orrespond to the thermal utuations, alulated by �tting a harmoni

potential to the energy pro�le. The experimentally-determined tilt angles [38, 40℄ are

represented by (�). The main ontribution to the non-zero tilt angles arises from �G

np

.

Sine �G

np

inreases linearly with the exposed surfae area the graph is approximately

linear.

4.6 Melittin

The model is further applied to two extensively-studied heteropolymeri membrane helies:

melittin and glyophorin A. The membrane orientation of melittin has been a topi of

muh debate, espeially as the various mehanisms proposed for melittin-mediated ell

lysis depend on its membrane orientation [29, 45℄. Previous studies have indiated both

transmembrane and surfae-aligned orientations depending on the experimental onditions

[45, 115, 116℄. At low onentrations, in phosphatidylholine bilayers the predominant

orientation of monomeri melittin determined by x-ray sattering was found to be surfae

aligned with the helial axis at the depth of the glyerol groups. The amphipathi nature

of melittin makes it favourable for it to interat with both the dieletri boundary of the

polar aqueous layer and the non-polar membrane ore.

�G

solv

was alulated for melittin orientations orresponding to �180

Æ

� � � 180

Æ

and

0 � v � 25

�

A. In a ontour plot of �G

solv

vs. � and v (Fig. 4.12) the lowest energy

orientation is labelled as Region I (lying between 14

�

A � v � 19

�

A and 70

Æ

� � � 90

Æ

). This

region orresponds to a surfae-aligned orientation with the helix axis perpendiular to the

membrane normal, onsistent with previous theoretial [29℄ and experimental [45℄ studies.

In the rystal struture of melittin, a kink is formed in the helix bakbone due to a

Pro residue, giving rise to a short C-terminal hydrophobi tail [118℄. Due to this kink
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Figure 4.12: Solvation energy, �G

solv

as a funtion of tilt angle, � and membrane

insertion, v for melittin monomers in a membrane environment. The most favourable

orientation of melittin is region I, orresponding to a surfae-aligned orientation with

the C-terminal tail interating with the membrane ore (depited on top). Region II

also orresponds to a surfae-aligned orientation but with C-terminal tail interating

with the water (depited at the bottom) and is energetially highly unfavourable. The

lowest energy onformers luster around 80

Æ

� � � 90

Æ

and 18

�

A � v � 19

�

A and all

energies are relative to the lowest energy onformer. The head-group region extends

between 12.5

�

A and 20.5

�

A.
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Figure 4.13: Solvation energy, �G

solv

(Æ) vs. tilt angle, � for the glyophorin A

monomer in a membrane. �G

solv

was alulated by the thermodynami yle shown

in Fig 3.2. The lowest energy orientation is at �=-15

Æ

and v=0

�

A. The energies are

relative to the lowest energy onformer. A harmoni potential (|) is �tted on the

energy pro�le between �=-25

Æ

and �=5

Æ

The resulting tilt angle is 14

Æ

with thermal

utuations of �5

o

. The experimentally-determined tilt angle is 20

Æ

[81℄.

the orientation orresponding to Region I allows the C-terminal tail to interat with the

ore region of the membrane and is energetially favourable. In ontrast, in Region II,

i.e.,�90

Æ

� � � �70

Æ

, the non-polar tail interats with the aqueous layer inreasing �G

solv

substantially and making it highly unfavourable.

4.7 The Glyophorin A Monomer

In Fig. 4.13, the solvation energy, �G

solv

of glyophorin A is plotted as a funtion of � at

v = 0. The orientation with the lowest energy is at � = 15

o

with thermal utuations of

�5

Æ

. The value is onsistent with the experimental tilt angle of �20

Æ

determined by solution

NMR [42℄ and FTIR spetrosopy [122℄ of glyophorin A monomers. The non-zero tilt

angle stems in this ase mainly from the �G

ele

ontribution. The transmembrane segment

of glyophorin A onsists of several long hain and aromati side hains and is thus more

non-polar than peptides ontaining many Ala residues. Tilting of the helix inorporates

more of these side hains into the non-polar membrane ore region while allowing the

anking polar residues to interat with the head-group region. This gives rise to a non-zero

tilt angle in glyophorin A in ontrast to the zero tilt angle in WALP peptides of similar

length.
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4.8 Peptide Orientations: Overview and Appliations

In the work presented in this hapter, the membrane orientations of single �-helies have

been quantitatively examined using all-atom models of the helies embedded in a �ve-

slab ontinuum dieletri environment representing the membrane and assoiated aqueous

phase. The model has allowed the energeti fators determining the helix orientations to be

quantitatively assessed. The approah taken was to start from onsiderations of a simple

dipole in a membrane and then to build in additional e�ets as modelled by an all-atom

peptide fore �eld and burial of aessible surfae area. The peptide dipoles are shown to

favour the orientation perpendiular to the membrane plane via a solvent reation �eld e�et

that is signi�ant only for groups that approah the dieletri boundaries of the system.

This reation �eld is shown to be responsible for determining the membrane orientation

of bloked polyalanine helies. Another important e�et is solvent avity formation that

tends to minimise the surfae area aessible to water. Aording to the model the avity

term plays an important role in inuening the steepness of the tilt-angle potential suh

that the longer peptides undergo smaller tilt-angle utuations than the shorter ones. The

ombination of solvation terms also allows the rationalisation of the length dependene of

the peptide tilt angle on length. Furthermore, the presene of a separate dieletri zone

for the head-group region is found to be important in determining the helix orientational

properties.

Importantly, the model is found to orretly reprodue the helix tilt angles of peptides for

whih the tilt angles have been determined experimentally. These omprise the length-

dependent helix tilt angles of the WALP peptides together with the membrane orientations

of melittin and glyophorin A. The omparison with experiment provides evidene that the

model quantitatively aptures the main elements of the orientation-dependent membrane-

helix solvation energy.

The potential usefulness of the present model is in three domains. Firstly, the eletrostati

properties of peptides in membranes may be further studied using the model. Maro-

moleular eletrostatis has been postulated to play a dominant role in the membrane

environment [68℄. In Chapter 5, the model has been used to alulate the maromoleular

dipoles of transmembrane helies. Further, sreening of the peptide atomi harges by the

aqueous layer has also been alulated in membrane proteins suh as aquaporin.

Seondly, the model an provide starting geometries for detailed moleular dynamis simu-

lations of helies in membranes, in whih all helix, membrane and water atoms are expliitly

represented [29, 75{81℄. All-atom simulations, although time-onsuming, an provide a de-

tailed piture of the helix/membrane system and inlude e�ets suh as internal peptide
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exibility and expliit peptide-lipid interations.

Thirdly, the model may provide a stepping stone towards the obtention of a theoretial

framework for determining the strutures of the many important proteins that ontain

helial transmembrane domains and that are diÆult to rystallise. To do this it will be

neessary to searh relative helix translational and rotational angles in helix oligomers and

to inlude bakbone and side-hain exibility. As a �rst step in this diretion, the membrane

assoiation of helies into dimers have been studied in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

The �-Helix Dipole: Sreened Out?

\Curiouser and uriouser!", Alie in Wonderland, Lewis Carroll.

5.1 The �-Helix Dipole

In an �-helix, the alignment of the dipoles of peptide bonds leads to a "marosopi"

dipole parallel to the helix axis. The marosopi helix dipole is disussed to play a ruial

role in membrane peptides by determining the orientation of single helies or membrane

protein arhiteture through assoiation of the helies [68℄. The helix dipole has been

espeially impliated in non-spei� fores whih ontribute to helix-helix interations in

the membrane [52℄. The helix dipole has also been shown to be of funtional importane

in membrane proteins suh as aquaporin [123℄, the KsA K

+

hannel [89, 124℄ and the

EClC Cl

�

hannel [125℄.

In soluble proteins as well, the helix marodipole has been impliated in protein fun-

tion [126℄ and in stabilising strutural motifs ontaining helix pairs [126{129℄. Further-

more, the helix dipole moment has been suggested to inuene pK

a

values [130℄, absorption

spetra [131℄ and eletron transfer [132℄ and to stabilise the presene of harged residues

at helix termini [133℄.

The strength of the helix dipole is given by the sum of the mirosopi dipole moments,

~�

i

[134, 135℄, arising from the individual peptide bonds, i = 1; :::N . The magnitude of

the vauum helix dipole is therefore proportional to the number of peptide bonds in the

helix [135, 136℄ and is approximately equivalent to plaing harges of

1

=2e at the N- and

C-termini [136{138℄.

For a peptide embedded in a membrane or in aqueous solution, solvent sreening of the

peptide-group harges is expeted to lower the e�etive dipole of a helix. The sreening

61
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solventvacuum

Figure 5.1: The equipotential lines of a single harge in vauum and in aqueous solvent

are depited. The top left panel shows a single harge in vauum and the bottom left

panel the equipotential lines of that harge in vauum. The top right panel shows

the same harge in aqueous solvent. The arrows indiate the reation �eld built up

in the solvent. In the bottom right panel, the equipotential lines are depited. Due

the reation �eld the e�etive harge is lowered and the eletrostati potential expe-

riened same distane away from the harge is lowered. The equipotential spheres

are represented with a olour sale map with higher potential orresponding to darker

olour.

ours due to the reation �eld of the solvent whih ats against the �eld generated by

the vauum dipole, leading to an e�etively lower dipole moment [139℄. The e�et of the

reation �eld is depited pitorially in Fig. 5.1 However, the magnitude of this sreening,

and onsequently the e�etive dipole moment is unknown.

For helix pairs in membranes it has been shown that the eletrostati interation between

helies an be onsiderable if embedded in the low dieletri region of the membrane, but

that the interation is redued signi�antly if the helix termini protrude out into the aqueous

phase, even, by only a few

�

Angstr�oms [68℄. Similar alulations performed on solvent-

exposed helial bundles, with the aqueous medium represented impliitly, have suggested

that the helix dipole plays little or no role in stabilising the observed bundle geometry [69℄.

Thus, solvent sreening is an important fator determining the strength of the interation

between �-helies themselves and between �-helies and other strutural elements in various

media.

In the present work, we alulate the e�et of the helix environment in sreening and

modulating the helix dipole. The e�etive dipole moment, �

e�

of �-helies of varying

lengths are alulated in vauum, aqueous solution and lipid bilayers. The analysis is
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extended for helies in soluble proteins and membrane protein interiors. �

e�

is alulated

from the eletrostati potential generated by the helix whih is represented at atomi detail,

in the given environment whih is represented impliitly by a ontinuum model. The

helix dipole is relatively strong in vauum. However, in aqueous solution the helix dipole

may be drastially redued due to an eletrostati reation �eld generated by the solvent.

Furthermore, whereas in vauum �

e�

inreases with helix length, the opposite is found to be

the ase for transmembrane helies. In soluble proteins, �

e�

is found to vary strongly with

the orientation and position of the helix relative to the aqueous medium. �

e�

of helies in

soluble proteins and membrane proteins has been alulated and ommon priniples have

been eluidated. The results are at �rst glane surprising, but an be rationalised in terms

of the shielding of the helix termini. A set of simple rules is given for estimating �

e�

from

experimental strutures.

5.2 Calulating the Helix Dipole

Standard polyalanine �-helies [134℄ (� = �57

Æ

;  = �47

Æ

) of 10|34 residues length

were modelled at atomi detail using CHARMM [99℄. The N- and C-termini were bloked

with aetyl and N-methyl groups, respetively. All the peptides were energy minimised in

a dieletri medium of �=2 using 1000 steps of Steepest Desent followed by 1000 steps

of Newton-Raphson minimisation applying harmoni onstraints on the bakbone atoms

(fore onstant 1 kal/mol/

�

A

2

). The environments of the all-atom helies were represented

using ontinuum eletrostatis. Four environments were examined: vauum, water, protein

and a lipid bilayer. ~�

eff

was alulated in a three-step proedure:

1. Calulation of the Eletrostati Potential generated by the Helix

2. Fitting Atomi Point Charges to the Eletrostati Potential

3. Dipole Moment Calulation

5.2.1 Calulation of the Eletrostati Potential Generated by the

Helix

The eletrostati potential around the �-helial peptide was alulated by solving the lin-

earised Poisson-Boltzmann equation numerially using the PBEQ routine [104℄ in CHARMM.

The vauum and water dieletri onstants were set to 1 and 80, respetively. The alula-

tions were performed at 300 K and 0.15 M ioni strength. The eletrostati potentials were

alulated on a grid with ell sizes 1.0

�

A, 0.5

�

A and 0.3

�

A. The potentials of the oarser
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Figure 5.2: Protein models used in the alulations An �-helix in a globular protein

depited as a sphere of low polarity, �=2. The two orientations in whih the helix is

plaed in the protein orrespond to the helix axis a) along and b) perpendiular to the

radius vetor.

grid were used in subsequent foussing onto the �ner grids. The distane between the grid

boundaries and the peptide surfae was at least 12

�

A. The harges were taken from the

CHARMM fore �eld and the atomi radii were taken as the Born radii [113℄.

A �ve-slab membrane model (Fig. 3.1), as introdued in Chapter 3, was used to alulate

the eletrostati potential around helies in a lipid bilayer. In the �ve-slab model, the

dieletri onstants for the bulk water, head-group region and membrane ore are set to 80,

10 and 2 respetively. The membrane ore is 25

�

A wide and both head-group regions are

8

�

A in width.

Two models were used to alulate the helix dipole strengths in proteins. In the �rst, sim-

pli�ed model, a globular protein was represented as a sphere of low polarity with dieletri

onstant �=2 (Fig. 5.2). Two sphere radii were examined: 25

�

A orresponding to a protein

of approximately 50 kDa, and 15

�

A orresponding to a protein of �10 kDa. Outside the

spherial region the dieletri onstant was set to 80, orresponding to bulk water.

In the seond set of protein alulations the whole protein was represented at atomi detail

and embedded in an �=80 ontinuum phase. The partial harges for only the bakbone

atoms of the �-helix of interest were onsidered whereas the harges on the rest of the

protein were set to zero. The dieletri onstant of the protein interior was set to 2 and the
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protein surfae was de�ned as the water-aessible surfae. The potential arising from the

helix bakbone atoms was alulated on grid points up to a distane of 4.5

�

A from the helix

and outside the van derWaals radii of the helix atoms. The proteins and their orresponding

helies used for these all-atom alulations were as follows: a: Flap endonulease (PDB

[119℄ ode: 1A76; residues 58-70) b: retinoblastomer protein (PDB ode: 1GUX; residues

569-577) : myoglobin (PDB ode: 1A6N; residues 124-149) d: MyoD DNA binding domain

(PDB ode: 1MDY; residues 194-220) e: almodulin (PDB ode: 3CLN; residues 69-96).

f: aquaporin (PDB ode: 1FQY).

5.2.2 Fitting Atomi Point Charges to the Eletrostati Potential

E�etive atomi point harges, q

eff

i

of the helix atoms were obtained by adjusting the

harges to reprodue the eletrostati potential generated in Step 1. The �tting was per-

formed using a least-squares proedure similar to CHELPG [140℄. The method was developed

by Raghu Nath Behera and is desribed in detail in Setion 5.2.5. The eletrostati poten-

tials were mapped to a grid with 0.3

�

A grid spaing. All points up to a distane of 4.5

�

A

from the moleule but outside the atomi van der Waals radii were inluded. The total

harge of the helix was onstrained to be zero.

5.2.3 Dipole Moment Calulation

In the third and �nal step, the magnitude and the diretion of the e�etive dipole was

alulated as ~�

eff

=

P

q

eff

i

~r

i

where, ~r

i

is the position of atom i of the helix. The entre

of mass of the helix was used as the referene point for the alulation.

For systems with a net harge, the value of ~�

eff

is dependent on the hoie of the origin.

However, the net harge of the �-helies onsidered was zero and therefore, ~�

eff

does not

depend on the hoie of origin.

5.2.4 Reation Field

Furthermore, the dipole vetor originating from the reation �eld was omputed using

the above disussed strategy. The reation �eld potential was alulated as the di�erene

between the eletrostati potentials around the helix in water and in vauum. The helix

atom point harges were then �tted to the solvent reation �eld potential so as to obtain

the e�etive harges best representing the reation �eld.
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5.2.5 The Charge Fitting Method

The e�etive atomi partial harges are derived from a least-squares �t to the moleular

eletrostati potential. However, the derived harges have been found to be sensitive to

small hanges in moleular struture or in the sampling of the potentials, if proper �tting

proedures are not used. The moleular potential of nearby points are highly orrelated

suh that there is not enough independent data to assign harges to all the atoms of the

moleule of interest. Thus, the system is under determined or beomes rank de�ient. In

suh a situation, the method of singular value deomposition may be used to solve the

problem.

A linear least-squares tehnique is used to �nd the partial atomi harges that best represent

the moleular eletrostati potential. The �tted harges are obtained by minimising the

funtion:

f (q) � f

�

q

1

; q

2

; ::q

N

p

�

=

N

p

X

i=1

�

�

PB

(r

i

)� �



(r

i

)

�

2

(5.1)

where, �

PB

(r

i

) is the alulated Poisson-Boltzmann potential on N

p

number of points.

�



(r

i

) represents the eletrostati potential generated by the �tted harges loated at N

atom

number of atomi oordinates. The grid points seleted to alulate the potentials should

be of reasonable density (0.2

�

A | 0.3

�

A grid spaing) and not within atomi radii sine it

introdues unrealisti harges.

The eletrostati potential generated by the �tted harges is given by the lassial Coulomb

potential and hene:

f (q) =

N

p

X

i=1

0

�

�

PB

(r

i

)�

N

a

X

j=1

q

j

jr

i

�R

j

j

1

A

2

(5.2)

Partial derivation with respet to q

k

yields:

�f (q)

�q

k

= �2

N

p

X

i=1

�

�

PB

(r

i

)� �



(r

i

)

��

1

jr

i

�R

j

j

�

= 0 (5.3)

The system of equations for all q

k

has the form Aq�a = 0. The set of these linear equations

is solved using the singular value deomposition method. Constraints are introdued by

the Lagrange Multipliers method. The total harge on the moleule was onstrained to be

zero.
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Figure 5.3: E�etive dipole moment of polyalanine helies in vauum as a funtion of

peptide length. Dipole moments alulated using the atomi partial harges (- - -),

alulated by multiplying the 3.45 D peptide bond dipole by the number of peptide

bonds (|), and obtained as the dipole moment of the e�etive harges obtained from

�tting the Poisson potential in vauum to point harges (� � �). Pratially idential

results were obtained using e�etive harges alulated in vauum, thus demonstrating

that the �tting proedure does not introdue unphysial artifats.

5.3 Effetive Helix Dipole in Homogeneous Media

5.3.1 Helix Dipole in Vauum: Validity of the Fitting Method

�

e�

of polyalanine helies of various lengths is alulated in vauum, water, a lipid bilayer

and in proteins. In vauum, the dipole moment of an �-helix inreases linearly with peptide

length. �

e�

(� � � ) is plotted against peptide length in Fig. 5.3. The ioni strength is of ourse

zero, implying that the e�etive harges were obtained from �tting the Poisson potential

in vauum to point harges. �

e�

alulated from the �tted harges, and also that from

the atomi partial harges (- - -), is similar to the produt of the dipole moment of a

peptide group (3.45 D) and the length of the helix (|), thus demonstrating that the �tting

proedure does not introdue unphysial artefats.
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Figure 5.4: Dipole moments of �-helies in water derived from the e�etive harges

alulated by �tting to the Poisson-Boltzmann potential in water at zero ioni strength

(4) and at 0.15 M ioni strength (�). The solid and dashed lines are linear regression

�ts to the alulated points.

5.3.2 Effetive Helix Dipole Moment in Water: Role of the Solvent

Reation Field

In aqueous solution, the solvent reation �eld onsiderably lowers the e�etive eletrostati

potential (Fig. 5.4). �

e�

again inreases linearly with peptide length but with a signi�antly

smaller slope than in vauum. As expeted, the sreening is even stronger at non-zero ioni

strength.

To estimate the magnitude of the reation �eld dipole moment arising from the environment,

the reation �eld potential for helies in water was alulated as the di�erene of the

eletrostati potentials around the helix in water and in vauum. The helix atom point

harges were then �tted to the solvent reation �eld potential so as to obtain the e�etive

harges best representing the reation �eld. The dipole vetors of the helix in vauum and

the reation �eld dipole vetors in aqueous solution are listed in Table 5.1. The magnitude

of the reation �eld dipole vetor is similar to that of the dipole vetor of the helix in

vauum, but points in the opposite diretion. Therefore, the e�etive dipole vetor is the

sum of the two nearly-equal ontributions and is thus very small. Additional alulations

(Fig. 5.5) demonstrated that �

e�

sales with

1

=�. Thus, in a homogeneous medium all the

harges are uniformly sreened and the extent of the sreening depends only on the polarity

of the solvent.
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No. of

Residues

Dipole Moment [D℄ Dipole Moment Vetor [D℄

Water Vauum Vauum Reation �eld

10 0.45 37.4 0.0 -8.0 36.5 -0.0 8.0 -36.0

12 0.5 42.7 4.3 -3.9 42.3 -4.3 3.9 -42.2

14 0.6 50.7 -1.0 2.0 50.7 1.0 -2.0 -50.0

16 0.7 58.5 2.9 -3.9 58.3 -2.9 3.9 -57.6

18 0.8 65.8 2.0 1.0 65.8 -2.0 -1.0 -64.8

20 0.85 73.7 -0.5 -3.9 73.6 0.5 3.9 -74.4

22 0.95 80.8 2.4 -0.5 80.7 -2.4 0.5 -79.6

24 1.0 88.9 -1.4 -2.9 88.8 1.4 2.9 -87.4

26 1.15 96.0 2.9 -2.0 95.9 -2.9 2.0 -95.0

28 1.25 103.7 -1.4 -1.4 103.7 1.4 1.4 -102.2

30 1.3 111.2 2.4 -2.4 111.2 -2.4 2.4 -109.9

32 1.4 118.5 -1.4 -1.0 118.5 1.4 1.0 -116.6

Table 5.1: The dipole moments in vauum and water of polyalanine helies with 10-32

residues are listed. The reation �eld vetor in water is also given.

5.4 Charge Sreening in Membranes

In a heterogeneous environment, suh as in a lipid membrane, the situation beomes more

omplex. �

e�

of the helies, now embedded in a membrane with the helix axes perpendiular

to the membrane plane, are shown in Fig. 5.6. �

e�

falls o� approximately linearly with helix

length until the helix spans the membrane (28 residues), at whih point the helix dipole

moment is redued to its aqueous solution value and does not hange further with further

inrease in length. This interesting behaviour is the opposite of that in uniform media

(Figs. 5.3 and 5.4), in whih lengthening the helix inreases the dipole moment.

The physial origin of the inverse length dependene of helies spanning the membrane is

revealed by alulating �

e�

of a two-harge dipole. For this alulation, harges of �0:52 e,

generating exatly the helix dipole of the 20-mer in vauum, were plaed at a distane

orresponding to the length of the polyalanine helix modelled. A ylinder of diameter 5

�

A

and dieletri onstant �=2 was plaed around the dipole to mimi the assoiated dieletri
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Figure 5.5: E�etive dipole moment of a deaalanine peptide as a funtion of the

polarity of the medium. The �

e�

dereases as

1

=�, where � is the dieletri onstant

of the medium. Inreasing the solvent polarity dereases the e�etive dipole moment

beause the reation �eld inreases and the harges are sreened more e�etively.

boundary. The harged ylinder was plaed in the membrane model environment and the

potentials alulated as above.

As shown in Fig. 5.6, the length dependene of �

e�

for the atomi-detail peptide is repro-

dued by the two-harge dipole. This observation indiates that the reversal of the slope

of �

e�

vs. peptide length in a membrane is due to the inhomogeneity of the environment.

As the peptide length inreases, the terminal harges approah the high-dieletri solvent

whih then sreens them. Thus, the reation �eld in the surrounding water inreases with

inreasing peptide length, dereasing �

e�

.

5.4.1 Effet of Helix Tilting in Membranes

Most transmembrane helies tilt to varying angles in the membrane. The tilt angle, � is

de�ned as the angle between the helix axis and the normal to the membrane surfae. �

e�

vs. � for the 10-mer, 20-mer and 30-mer polyalanine helies is shown in Fig. 5.7. � = 0

Æ

is the orientation in Fig. 5.6, with the 10-mer and 20-mer buried in the membrane and

the 30-mer extending into the aqueous layer. When the helix axis is plaed parallel to the

membrane plane, i.e. at � = 90

Æ

, the helies are ompletely embedded in the membrane

ore. Consequently, �

e�

is muh higher than at �=0

Æ

, and is approximately equal to �

e�

for the orresponding helix in a homogeneous medium of �=2. As � inreases so does the
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Figure 5.6: E�etive dipole moment of polyalanine helies (|) entred in a �ve-slab

membrane with helix axis parallel to the membrane normal as a funtion of the peptide

length. The dotted line (� � �) orresponds to the e�etive dipole moment of a two-harge

dipole.

shielding of the harges by the reation �eld and hene �

e�

dereases. Interestingly, the

30-mer has the largest �

e�

when plaed parallel to the membrane plane but the smallest

�

e�

when plaed along the membrane normal. Most transmembrane helies have relatively

small tilt angles (�0-40

Æ

) and therefore, their orresponding �

e�

values will be rather low.

5.5 Model Proteins: Priniples of Helix Dipole Sreen-

ing

Extending the analysis to alulate helix dipole strengths in proteins, we �rst model a

globular protein as an uniform sphere of low dieletri onstant (�=2). Two suh ases are

examined: in one the helix is muh shorter than the protein diameter and in the other the

helix spans roughly the entire protein. For both ases, the helix is buried at varying depths

in the protein in the two orientations shown in Fig. 5.2, i.e., with the helix axis parallel or

perpendiular to the sphere radius.

We �rst onsider a deaalanine peptide (�15

�

A length) positioned in a protein of radius

25

�

A, orresponding roughly to a moleular weight of 50 kDa. Fig. 5.8 shows �

e�

vs. the

distane, d from the entre of the sphere. In both orientations onsidered, the reation
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Figure 5.7: E�etive dipole moment of polyalanine peptides entred at the ore of a

�ve-slab membrane as a funtion of the tilt angle, �. �

e�

for polyalanines with 10

residues (-�-), 20 residues (|) and 30 residues (- - -) is shown. � is de�ned as the angle

between the helix axis and the normal to the surfae of the membrane.

�eld signi�antly sreens the harges of the helix even before it is exposed to the solvent.

The sreening starts when the helix termini are within �5

�

A from the aqueous phase. In

the interval 0

�

A < d < 17

�

A the helix oriented along the radius vetor is loser to the

solvent than that oriented perpendiularly and hene the harges are shielded more by the

reation �eld (Case A, Fig. 5.8). However, on inreasing the distane from the entre, one

of the helix termini touhes the surfae of the sphere and the helix is subjeted to a omplex

dieletri medium with the low dieletri protein at one end and high dieletri water at

the other end. The asymmetri reation �eld is not able to eÆiently stabilise the buried

dipole and the sreening is lower, giving rise to a less steep slope between 17

�

A and 25

�

A

(Case C, Fig. 5.8). In the other orientation, with the helix axis perpendiular to the radius

vetor, the termini of the helix perpendiular to the radius are equidistant from the aqueous

phase at all values of d. The reation �eld set up at eah helix terminus is equal, and �

e�

dereases smoothly as the distane from the protein entre inreases (Case B, Fig. 5.8) until

it reahes its value in the aqueous phase (Case D, Fig. 5.8). Fig. 5.8 quanti�es how the

relative geometries of the helix and the aqueous phase are important in determining the

reation �eld set up and the extent of the sreening of a protein helix.

In a further set of alulations, a 20-residue helix (� 30

�

A length) was positioned in a sphere

of radius 15

�

A, orresponding roughly to a protein of 10 kDa. �

e�

vs. the distane from the
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Figure 5.8: E�etive dipole moment of a deaalanine �-helix as a funtion of the

distane from the entre of a low-dieletri sphere of radius 25

�

A. Two orientations are

plotted: helix axis along (- - -) and perpendiular to (|) the radius. The dotted lines

indiate the radius of the sphere (25

�

A) and the distane at whih the peptide that is

along the radius touhes the aqueous medium (17.5

�

A). The radius also orresponds to

the distane at whih the entre of the helix plaed normal to the radius touhes the

surfae of the sphere.
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Figure 5.9: E�etive dipole moment of a 20-mer polyalanine �-helix as a funtion of

the distane from the entre of a low-dieletri sphere of radius 15

�

A. Two orientations

are plotted: helix axis parallel (|) and perpendiular (- - -) to the radius vetor.
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Figure 5.10: E�etive dipole moment of polyalanine helies plaed along the radius

of a low-dieletri sphere of radius 15

�

A. The helies are positioned in two ways. In

the �rst the helix entre of mass oinides with the protein entre of mass (|). In

the seond the N-terminal of eah helix is plaed at the surfae of the protein and the

growing helix extends into the the protein interior (- - -).

entre of the sphere is plotted in Fig. 5.9 for the same two orientations of the peptide as

in Fig. 5.8. The same priniple holds as for Fig. 5.8, i.e., that the geometry of the aqueous

phase around the helix determines the extent to whih the �

e�

is sreened. However, the

shape of the plot is di�erent from that of Fig. 5.8. As in Fig. 5.8, the helix perpendiular to

the radius vetor is sreened at both termini uniformly. However, �

e�

is roughly onstant

and signi�antly smaller sine the termini are always very lose to the aqueous layer (Cases

A and B, Fig. 5.9). In ontrast, the helix oriented along the radius vetor exhibits omplex

sreening behaviour. When the geometri entre of the helix oinides with the entre of the

sphere, both the helix termini are lose to the aqueous layer and the helix dipole is sreened

signi�antly (Case C, Fig. 5.9). However, when the geometri entre of helix is displaed

from the entre of the sphere, one of the termini is embedded in the low dieletri sphere,

and hene is poorly shielded. Thus, �

e�

inreases until the helix terminus oinides with

the sphere entre (Case D, Fig. 5.9) and then gradually dereases until it is fully exposed

to water, when �

e�

of the helix is equal to its value in aqueous solution.

Polyalanine helies of varying lengths are now onsidered in the above globular protein

model (radius = 15

�

A). The e�etive dipole moment of the helies is plotted vs. peptide

length in Fig. 5.10. Two positions are onsidered. In the �rst position, the helix entre
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Figure 5.11: E�etive dipole moment of polyalanine helial linkers of varying

lengths(|). The orresponding dipole moments in a homogeneous medium of �=2

are also shown (- - -). The artoon representation of the �-helial linker in almod-

ulin (3CLN). In linkers, the terminal residues are buried whereas all the non-terminal

residues are solvent exposed.

of mass is at the protein entre of mass. For this position, �

e�

dereases as a funtion of

peptide length as the ends of the helies approah the aqueous medium. This behaviour

is similar to that of helies entred in a membrane (Fig. 5.6). In the seond position,

the N-terminus of the helix is plaed at the surfae of the protein and the 'growing' helix

extended into the protein interior along the radius. In this orientation, the deamer reahes

the entre of the protein and the 20-mer spans the entire sphere. In this ase, two opposite

e�ets are in play: the inrease of dipole moment with inreasing number of peptide bonds

and the inreasing proximity to the aqueous medium of the C-terminus of the helix. For

the 12-mer and 14-mer, the C-terminus is suÆiently far from the aqueous layer that the

dipole moment atually inreases as a funtion of peptide length. However, for the 16-mer

and the 18-mer the ends are lose enough to the aqueous layer to inrease the strength of

the reation �eld and hene �

e�

dereases. For the 20-mer both the orientations in Fig. 5.10

oinide and �

e�

is the lowest of the ases studied above.

5.5.1 Linkers

A further interesting ase is that of �-helial linkers, linking two domains or two subunits.

�-helial linkers are important in the alium binding proteins suh as almodulin. To

examine these ases, two globular protein models eah of radius 25

�

A were plaed at either
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Figure 5.12: I: Membrane-embedded helies A and B in aquaporin. �

e�

for these

helies is large. II: Transmembrane helies A and B in aquaporin. �

e�

for these helies

is small.

end of polyalanine helies of inreasing length. �

e�

vs. peptide length for helies omprising

of 10-30 residues is shown in Fig. 5.11. �

e�

is seen to inrease with peptide length, with

magnitudes omparable to that in a low-polarity medium, albeit with redued gradient

relative to that of a homogeneous medium of �=2. The situation of a linker is reverse

of that of the earlier ases, sine there is no preferential shielding of the termini, along

the length of the helix. Thus, on adding more peptide groups, the terminal harges still

experiene a medium of low polarity and �

e�

inreases.

5.6 Effetive Helix Dipole Moments in Membrane Pro-

teins

We examine atomi-detail model of aquaporin embedded in the �ve-slab membrane. Four

helies of varying length were onsidered. First, �

e�

for the two short helies A (orange)

and B (green) depited in Fig. 5.12 I were onsidered. The two helies extend from the

membrane ore outwards and have been impliated in orientating the water moleules and

in onstraining proton transport. Helix A is 10 residue long, and is alulated to have a
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high dipole moment of 12 D. Helix B is 9 residue long, and the alulated �

e�

is 10 D.

The two helies are plaed with opposite dipole diretions suh that there is a high positive

potential inside the hannel, thereby preventing H

+

to pass through it.

Next, �

e�

for the transmembrane segment A (orange) in Fig. 5.12 II was alulated. The

helix is 22 residue long, and is shorter than the thikness of the model membrane. �

e�

is

alulated to be 8 D. The seond transmembrane helix B (green) in Fig. 5.12 II is 28-residue

helix. The two termini of the helix are solvent-exposed and �

e�

is alulated to be 5 D.

5.7 Effetive Helix Dipole Moments in Soluble Proteins

Finally, we examine atomi-detail models of seleted proteins embedded in an �=80 diele-

tri ontinuum. The proteins and the helies examined are illustrated in Fig. 5.13. The

12-residue �-helix in Flap endonulease orresponds to Case A in Fig. 5.8. The value of �

e�

obtained is 17 D, whih is about half the in vauo value and 40 times the value in aqueous

solution. This helix dipole is not a�eted by the aqueous phase and its eletrostati prop-

erties are similar to that in a homogeneous �=2 ontinuum. Case C of Fig. 5.8 orresponds

to the 9-residue helix of the retinoblastomer protein. Although this helix is strongly solvent

exposed �

e�

= 10 D, a value thirty times higher than a fully solvent exposed helix.

Case A of Fig. 5.9 orresponds to proteins suh as myoglobin in whih the helix spans the

entire protein. In this ase, solvent sreening of the termini onsiderably lowers the helix

dipole of the 26-residue helix to �

e�

= 2 D whih is less than twie the value in water.

In ontrast, when only one terminus is solvent-exposed, orresponding to Case D of Fig.

5.9, the sreening is muh lower. An example of this geometry is the 27-residue helix in

the MyoD DNA binding domain for whih �

e�

= 23 D. Extending the analysis to �-helial

linkers, the �

e�

of the 28 residue linker of almodulin (see Fig. 5.11) equals 17 D. In this

ase, only the terminal residues are buried whereas all the non-terminal residues are solvent

exposed.

5.8 Rules of Thumb to Determine the Effetive Helix

Dipole

The dipole moment of a helix is a marosopi property that an be used to determine

eletrostati interations at distanes that are large ompared to the dipole length. Near-

�eld interations, as would be important in estimates of assoiation free energies are not

aurately represented by the dipole. Thus, the helix dipole is likely to be inadequate
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Flap endonulease Retinoblastomer protein

Myoglobin Myo D DNA binding domain

Figure 5.13: The artoon representation of helies onsidered for alulations in the

proteins 1.Flap endonulease (1A76) 2.retinoblastomer protein (1GUX, hain A) 3.myo-

globin(1A6N) 4.MyoD DNA binding domain (1MDY).

for desribing e�ets suh as phosphate-binding and anti-parallel helix motif stabilisation.

However, a knowledge of the magnitude of the helix marodipole is of fundamental interest

in understanding protein biophysis and maromoleular eletrostatis [134℄.

The strong vauum marodipole is ounterated in aqueous solvent by an eletrostati

reation �eld due to solvent reorganisation. The harge-�tting method presented here has

allowed this reation �eld and the resulting e�etive dipole moment �

e�

to be estimated

for helies in various geometries in proteins and membranes. The alulated e�etive helix

dipole is found to vary onsiderably in the di�erent geometries and environments onsidered.

For example, in ontrast to the ommon assumption that the helix dipole inreases with

length, a derease in helix dipole strength with inreasing number of residues is seen in

membrane-spanning peptides. Therefore, it is of prime importane to onsider �

e�

before

assigning any strutural or funtional role to the helix dipole.

The results indiate that the following three rules of thumb an be used to estimate a

helix dipole moment. The rules derived are partly ounterintuitive and do not always
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orrespond to ommon assumptions. Firstly, the dipole strength is determined prinipally

by the positions of the helix termini relative to the aqueous phase. The amount of solvent-

exposed surfae area does not determine �

e�

. In ases where both the termini are buried

(at least 7.5

�

A from the protein or membrane surfae) then the dipole moment is lose to

that of a helix in a non-polar medium (e.g. � = 2) and an thus be strong. This rule holds

even for helies that, apart from the termini, are solvent exposed, suh as helies linking

domains as in almodulin and troponin. �

e�

for helies buried in homogeneous apolar media

are high. Thus, the orresponding helix-helix interations are likely to be strong, favouring

the antiparallel helix arrangement. An example of this is the anti-parallel four-helix bundle

motif in ytohrome b562 ore [141℄.

The seond rule of thumb is that if both termini are solvent-exposed then �

e�

will be small,

and e�etively the same as if the helix were fully solvated in aqueous solution (� = 80). This

leads to the observation that �

e�

dereases with helix length for transmembrane helies,

the opposite length dependene to that in vauum. This has onsequenes for de-novo

protein design, in that elongating an �-helix by adding residues with high helix propensity

will not neessarily inrease the helix dipole. Helies with terminal harges in the aqueous

layer and the rest buried in a protein or bilayer ore have dipole moments as if they were

positioned in only the aqueous phase. Therefore, membrane spanning helies or helies

spanning soluble proteins have small �

e�

. Exposure of termini, and therefore low �

e�

, may

favour parallel arrangement of helix bundles. One example of this is the SNARE omplex

[142℄ whih is a parallel four-helix bundle with the helies exposed to solvent. Similarly,

transmembrane peptides with the termini extending into the aqueous layer an assoiate

in parallel arrangements.

Thirdly, in ases where one helix terminus is solvent exposed and the other buried, asym-

metri reation �eld shielding an lead to a relatively high �

e�

. An interesting example of

this is the relatively high dipole moment of the "thumb" of the DNA binding proteins whih

might ontribute to binding to the DNA phosphate groups. Membrane helies with only

one terminus exposed to the solvent will have relatively large values of �

e�

. This may be of

funtional importane in preventing proton transfer in aquaporin [123℄ and for providing

ion aÆnity in the KsA K

+

hannel [89, 124℄ and the ECl Cl

�

hannel [125℄.

Helies with large dipole moments whih are not part of helix bundles would be unstable

in the absene of other stabilising harged groups. Thus, it is energetially favourable to

expose the helix termini to the aqueous layer and shield the helix dipole. For proteins suh

as myoglobin where the helies have negligibly small dipole moments it an therefore be

postulated that in the folded state there is no ontribution of the helix dipole to strutural

stability.
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Helix dipoles are fundamental to protein eletrostatis and may ontribute to stability and

funtion. Whether a partiular helix has a signi�ant dipole, depends on the solvent expo-

sure of the helix termini. The rules of thumb established here allow qualitative estimation

of helix dipole strength from graphial inspetion of experimental strutures.
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Chapter 6

Transmembrane Helix-Helix Assoiation

\The mystery of life begins with the intriate web of interations...", Linked, Albert-L�aszl�o

Barab�asi.

6.1 Assoiation of Membrane Helies

Assoiation of helies within a membrane is important for many biologial proesses suh

as signal transdution [143, 144℄, protein internalisation [145℄ and folding of polytopi

membrane proteins [2, 27℄. Dimerisation motifs suh as the GxxxG motif, as desribed in

Setion 1.2.6, have been identi�ed to drive assoiation of transmembrane helies. Further,

the dimerisation propensity and ontribution of ertain amino aids suh as Gly, and Leu

to dimerisation have been determined. However, the energetis of this proess is poorly

understood. The �rst step in understanding the energetis of the proess is to determine

the strutures of the transmembrane dimers and oligomers and deompose the ontributions

of individual amino-aid residues to the assoiation proess.

Experimental data studying helix-helix assoiation strongly fousses on glyophorin A sine

it provides a simple system for understanding the strutural basis of helix assoiation. So-

lution NMR studies in detergent mielles [42℄ as well as solid state NMR studies [70, 145℄ of

the glyophorin A transmembrane dimer showed that it is a right-handed helix pair with a

rossing angle of -35

Æ

. The two studies however di�er on the positioning of the side hains

at the interfae and thereby disagreed on the ability of an interfaial Thr to form an inter-

helial hydrogen bond. Extensive work on glyophorin A mutants [59, 71℄ has been done

to map the residues important for dimerisation and to haraterise the GxxxG dimerisa-

tion motif. Similar mutagenesis studies oupled with ultraentrifugation tehniques have

helped haraterise the trend of dimerisation propensity of the glyophorin A transmem-

83
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brane dimer [53℄. Mutations of residues involved in the helix-helix interfae have been shown

to largely derease dimerisation propensity. In ontrast, mutation of ertain residues on

the opposite sides of the helix interfae have been shown to even inrease the dimerisation

propensity in detergent mielles.

The helix-helix interfae has also been mapped for proteins suh as synaptobrevin [43℄, the

erythropoietin reeptor [44℄, the M2 hannel [146℄ and phospholamban [147, 148℄. Both left-

handed (e.g, erythropoietin reeptor) and right-handed (e.g, synaptobrevin) helix pairs have

been identi�ed. The di�erene between the right- and left-handed helix pairs arises from

di�erenes in their sequene sine the rossing angle determines the residues interating

at the helix interfae. For instane, based on the haraterisation of the glyophorin A

transmembrane dimer it had been postulated that the GxxxG motif failitates right-handed

paking but reently left-handed paking has also been reported for this motif [149℄. At

present, the general priniples and fators governing the energetis of helix rossing angles

are not learly understood.

In this hapter, we propose a method for modelling transmembrane dimers using the �ve-

slab model introdued in this thesis. The modelling methodology is based on sampling

a large number of biologially-relevant dimer strutures and sreening against solvation

free energy. We apply this method to two systems: glyophorin A and the erythropoietin

reeptor transmembrane dimer.

6.1.1 Moleular Modelling of Transmembrane Dimers

Determining the struture of assoiated membrane helies by moleular modelling has been

attempted for various transmembrane dimers and oligomers suh as glyophorin A [31,

71℄, synaptobrevin [61℄, the CD3 transmembrane domain [150℄, the erythropoietin reep-

tor [151℄, the epidermal growth fator reeptor [152, 153℄ and phospholamban [147, 153℄.

The modelling has been usually arried out in vauum [61, 71, 152℄ without onsidering the

membrane environment or in the three-slab membrane model explained in Setion 1.3.2 [31℄.

Mutagenesis data has also been extensively used to re�ne the modelled strutures and to

distinguish between probable models. The modelled strutures were found to ompare well

with subsequent experimental mutagenesis data. An analytial residue-sale soring fun-

tion based on atomisti van der Waals interation, has been also proposed for modelling

membrane assoiation of helies [154℄. The method was used to model glyophorin A, the

epidermal growth fator reeptor and phospholamban and has been shown to be ompatible

with existing experimental data.

The in vauo models of the transmembrane dimers do not aount for e�ets suh as
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anisotropi harge sreening. The solvent e�ets are introdued in the urrent modelling

methodology by using the �ve-slab membrane model. Introdution of the head-group en-

ergetis as well as harge sreening by the aqueous medium is expeted to improve the

auray of the modelling method. Further, the exhaustive searh in onformational spae

oupled with soring based on the solvation free energy of the modelled dimer strutures

inreases omputational ost, but paves the way towards an understanding of the energetis

of the assoiation proess.

6.1.2 Glyophorin A

Glyophorin A is a bitopi integral membrane sialoglyoprotein that is present in the red

blood ells. The presene of experimentally-determined strutures [42, 70℄ makes it a model

transmembrane dimer to validate new modelling methods [35, 153℄. Many site-spei�

mutagenesis studies measuring the propensity to dimerise have been arried out to probe

the glyophorin A transmembrane dimerisation [53, 59, 71, 155℄.

In this hapter, the glyophorin A transmembrane dimer is modelled using the methodology

desribed in Setion 6.2. The modelled struture is ompared to existing experimental

strutures to validate the modelling methodology. Further, the ontribution of eah amino-

aid residue to the free energy of assoiation is alulated. The alulations show that a

negative, favourable ontribution is attributed to the residues impliated to ontribute to

dimerisation in the mutagenesis studies.

6.1.3 Erythropoietin Reeptor

The erythropoietin reeptor, EpoR is a single membrane spanning protein belonging to the

hematopoieti ytokine reeptor family that has been impliated in maturation of imma-

ture red blood ells. Strutural evidene suggests that the transmembrane domain has a

strong potential to self-interat and therefore, exists as an assoiated homodimer in mem-

branes [156℄. These pre-assoiated erythropoietin reeptor oligomers are not ative and

binding of erythropoietin is required to indue signalling [156, 157℄

Asparagine-sanning mutagenesis studies have proposed that the EpoR transmembrane

dimer exhibits a positive rossing angle [44℄. These studies have identi�ed mutants suh as

T242N and L241N whih exhibit inreased self-interation ompared to the EpoR dimer [44℄.

However, one should be autious in assigning these residues to the helix-helix interfae in

the wild-type EpoR dimer sine the introdued bulky amino aid residue may also introdue

strutural hanges.
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In vauo modelling of the EpoR transmembrane dimer has pointed towards a zero rossing

angle [151℄. Two low-energy strutures, di�ering in the residues oupying the helix-helix

interfae were reported. The helix-helix interfae of the �rst struture was lined by polar

Ser and Thr residues and that of the other by hydrophobi Leu and Ile residues.

The ell surfae expression of EpoR is low, but it is enrihed in lipid rafts. It has been

proposed that loalisation of the EpoR in lipid rafts is ruial for amplifying spei� signal

transdution asades. Experimental evidene shows that the mutant T242N is impaired in

lipid raft loalisation thus suggesting a ritial inuene of Thr

242

on lipid raft loalisation.

Initial analysis suggested that the residue Thr

242

of the wild-type EpoR inuenes raft

sorting by interating with holesterol via its OH group. However, the ellular distribution

of the mutant HA-T242A-GFP5 laking the OH group at position 242 was omparable to

the HA-EpoR-GFP5, thus requiring the hypothesis to be altered. Other possible mole-

ular mehanisms aounting for the impaired raft loalisation may be attributed to any

strutural hanges in the dimer onformation introdued by the mutation T242N. Sine no

experimentally-determined strutures exist for the erythropoietin reeptor and its mutants,

moleular modelling is required.

In the seond part of this hapter, the transmembrane dimer of the erythropoietin reeptor

is modelled. In addition, the struture of the transmembrane dimer of the mutant T242N

is modelled to eluidate possible mehanisms that e�et lipid raft loalisation in the ery-

thropoietin reeptor. The mutants A245N, T242A and L241N that loalise in lipid rafts

are also modelled as ontrol sets.

6.2 Modelling Methodology

The strutures of the transmembrane dimers of glyophorin A and erythropoietin reeptor

are modelled in the �ve-slab membrane environment. Dimer strutures are generated by

sampling the relevant onformational spae. The ensemble of strutures is sored against

the solvation free energy, �G

solv

, de�ned as the free energy hange for transferring the

moleule from vauum to its position in the membrane [97℄. The equilibrium struture is

then determined by the minimum of �G

solv

.

�G

solv

is alulated using all-atom models of the transmembrane dimer together with the

�ve-slab impliit membrane model. The eletrostati solvation energy, �G

ele

and ost of

avity formation, �G

np

are summed to ompute �G

solv

, as desribed in detail in Chapter 3.

�G

ele

is alulated as the di�erene between the eletrostati energies in vauum and in

the membrane environment using the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. �G

np

is estimated from

the solvent-aessible surfae area using Eq. 3.3.
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Figure 6.1: Parameters desribing the orientation of a helix-helix pair in the membrane:

the inter-helial distane, d, the rossing angle, �, the membrane insertion, v and helix

rotation, r

i

. The parameters v

i

and r are sampled for both helies independently. d is

de�ned as the minimum distane between the two helix axes and � the angle between

them. v is the distane of the entre of mass of eah helix from the entre of the

membrane. r is the angle of rotation of eah helix about its axis.

The relevant onformational spae was sampled by a thorough searh of strutural parame-

ters of a membrane dimer. For a helix-helix pair in a membrane, the struture is desribed

by six parameters: the inter-helial distane, d, the rossing angle, �, the membrane inser-

tions, v

i

and helix rotation angles, r

i

(see Fig. 6.1). d is de�ned as the minimum distane

between the two helix axes and � the angle between them. v

i

is the distane of the entre

of mass of helix i from the entre of the membrane. r

i

is the angle of rotation of helix i

about its axis.

6.2.1 Helix-Pair Constrution

The bak bone struture of the transmembrane segment of glyophorin A was taken from

the PDB (1AFO). Values were assigned to d, r

i

, � and v

i

systematially so as to sample

the relevant onformational spae. � was varied from +60

Æ

to �60

Æ

to sample both left-

handed and right-handed helix-pairs. r

1

and r

2

were varied between 0

Æ

and 360

Æ

to sample
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all possible helix interfaes. d was varied from 5

�

A to 10

�

A and v

1

and v

2

between 0

�

A

and �5

�

A. The side hains were positioned using the software SCWRL [120℄ (desribed in

Setion 4.2) for every generated dimer onformation and assigned after the dimer parameter

assignation. The dimers were energy minimised in a dieletri medium of �=2 using the

CHARMM potential [99℄ (version 30b1) with 1000 steps of Steepest Desent followed by

and 1000 steps of Newton-Raphson minimisation with 1kal/mol harmoni onstraints.

The strutures were then inorporated in the �ve-slab membrane model and sored based

on the value of �G

solv

.

The transmembrane segment of EpoR [sequene:LILTLSLILVLISLLLTVLALLS℄ was mod-

elled as an ideal �-helix with  =-47

Æ

and �=-57

Æ

[2℄. Values were then assigned to sampling

parameters as above. The side hains were again positioned using the software SCWRL. The

dimers were energy minimised as above in a dieletri medium of �=2 using the CHARMM

potential. The strutures were then inorporated in the �ve-slab membrane model and

sored based on the value of �G

solv

. The T242N, T242A, L241N and A245N mutants were

modelled by the same method. The volume of the transmembrane dimers were alulated

with a probe radius of 2.2

�

A. The probe radius used was larger than 1.4

�

A ommonly used

for the radius of a water moleule used as a probe radius for soluble proteins. For mem-

brane helix-helix pairs, a larger radius is used sine it approximates the radius of a methyl

group [112℄ and also �lls in the internal avities in the helix-helix interfae.

The modelling approah proposed here is based on an improved representation of the en-

ergetis of helix-pair assoiation in membranes. Further improvement ould be ahieved

by the introduing bakbone and side-hain exibility. Suh improvements are however

omputationally expensive and prohibited by present omputational resoures.

6.2.2 Deomposition of Free Energy of Dimerisation

The free energy of dimerisation, ��G

dimerisation

is de�ned as the di�erene in total energy

between the bound (�G

bound

) and the unbound (�G

unbound

) state. Here, we fous only on

the eletrostati omponent on the free energy and we obtain:

��G

ele

dimerisation

= �G

ele

bound

��G

ele

unbound

(6.1)

The bound state refers to the modelled, energy-minimised struture of the transmembrane

dimer. The unbound state refers to eah helix of the helix-pair, in the same onformation

in the absene of the other.
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The eletrostati energy of eah state is obtained from the eletrostati potential, �(r

i

)

and partial harge, q

i

at every atom entre i and is given by

P

i

q

i

� (r

i

). Therefore the

eletrostati free energy of dimerisation is given by:

��G

ele

dimerisation

=

X

i2C

1

2

q

i

�

C

(r

i

)�

 

X

i2M1

1

2

q

i

�

M1

(r

i

) +

X

i2M2

1

2

q

i

�

M2

(r

i

)

!

(6.2)

where, C is the set of atoms in the omplex and M1 and M2 the set of atoms in the

monomers 1 and 2.

Further, the total potential at any point may be expressed as the sum of ontributions from

individual harges or groups of harges. Thus, for a group of harges, y in the state, z

�

y2z

(r

i

) =

X

j2y

�

j2z

(r

i

) (6.3)

The ontribution of a group j to the binding free energy was alulated as

��G

ontrib

j

=

X

i2C

1

2

q

i

�

j2y

(r

i

)�

 

X

i2M1

1

2

q

i

�

j2M1

(r

i

) +

X

i2M2

1

2

q

i

�

j2M2

(r

i

)

!

(6.4)

If the group j is in monomer 1, M1, then the eletrostati potential due to group j at the

atoms of monomer 2, M2 will be zero.

The above eletrostati potentials are alulated by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equa-

tion on a three-dimensional grid with the standard �nite-di�erene method. For the three

systems - the two monomers and the dimer, the same three-dimensional grid and the same

three-dimensional oordinates were used. Using the same grid and atomi positions al-

lows the arti�ial ontributions to the eletrostati potential arising from the grid to be

subtrated out exatly. The method has been applied before to alulate ontributions of

residues to ligand binding [158, 159℄.

The side-hain atoms of eah amino-aid residue are onsidered to be a group j in Eq. 6.4.

��G

ontrib

j

was alulated for eah residue in the transmembrane segment of glyophorin A

as the di�erene of its ontribution in the dimer and in the monomer. Further, to ompare

with experimental data ��G

ontrib

j

of a residue from both helies were added.
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The method provides a simple way to estimate the ontribution of eah amino-aid residue

to the dimerisation free energy. The ontribution of eah group is measured diretly and

not via indiret mutagenesis data.

6.3 Helix Assoiation in Glyophorin A

The glyophorin A transmembrane dimer was modelled as desribed in Setion 6.2. The

modelled struture is a right-handed helix pair with a rossing angle of � = -30

Æ

. Fig. 6.2

illustrates the modelled transmembrane dimer of glyophorin A. The helix interfae is lined

by the residues: Ile

15

, Gly

18

, Val

19

, Gly

22

and Thr

26

. Though Thr

26

is present at the helix-

helix interfae, it is not involved in hydrogen bonding. The helix-interfae mapped by the

theoretial study and the rossing angle is similar to that of the experimentally-determined

struture. For instane, the residues impliated in the GxxxG motif - Gly

18

and Gly

22

are

present in the helial interfae and mediate interations between the two helies.

Figure 6.2: The lowest-energy wild-type EpoR transmembrane dimer struture. The

dimer has a negative rossing angle of � = -30

Æ

, i.e. it is a right-handed helix-helix

pair.

The inter-helial distane in the theoretial model is inreased by 1

�

A ompared to the NMR
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Figure 6.3: ��G

ontrib

of the transmembrane residues of glyophorin A dimer alu-

lated as desribed in Se. 6.2.2. The residues are marked with the one-letter ode for

larity.

struture in solution. The loser paking of the helies in the detergent NMR struture an

be attributed to the fat that the detergent environment is more polar than the �ve-slab

membrane model whih better represents the bio-membrane. The modelled struture of

glyophorin A aptures the essential features of the transmembrane dimer, thus validating

the modelling method used here.

The modelled dimer struture is used to alulate the ontribution of eah residue to the

dimerisation free energy. ��G

ontrib

for the transmembrane amino-aid residues, alu-

lated as desribed in Setion 6.2.2, is plotted in Fig. 6.3. It is seen that the eletrostati

ontribution of eah residue to the dimerisation proess mathes losely the experimental

dimerisation propensities. The residues impliated in the dimerisation motif are seen to

have a negative ��G

ontrib

. The other residues have a zero or positive ontribution. The

residues Gly

18

and Gly

22

whih are impliated in the GxxxG motif have a negative ontri-

bution. It is obvious that a larger side hain at this position would destabilise the dimer not

just eletrostatially but also sterially. In the modelled struture, Thr

26

is not involved in

hydrogen bonding and has a ontribution lose to zero.

Four residues - Ile

16

, Phe

17

, Ala

21

and Ile

24

have a positive ��G

ontrib

and hene ontribute

unfavourably to the dimerisation proess. This behaviour is reeted in mutagenesis studies,

where substitution by Ala at positions 16, 17 and 24 resulted in mutant dimers having

more favourable free energies of dimerisation ompared to the wild-type dimer [53℄. The

impliation of these destabilising e�ets, whih is indiated to be of eletrostati nature in

this alulation, is not learly understood and may be due to the presene of long range

interations as has been reently proposed [155, 160℄.

A highly destabilising ontribution was alulated for Ala

21

. The destabilising nature of
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Figure 6.4: The struture of the EpoR transmembrane dimer shows a positive rossing

angle � 20

Æ

.

Ala

21

an not of ourse be revealed by experimental alanine-sanning mutagenesis studies.

The preferene of Ala

21

for the monomeri state ould be due to the fat that it lies at the

helix-helix hinge diretly below Phe

17

. In the monomeri state, an energetially favourable

interation of the methyl hydrogens with the phenyl ring of Phe

17

is possible, thereby

inreasing the preferene for the monomeri state.

6.4 Moleular Modelling of the Erythropoietin Reep-

tor

The struture of the wild-type EpoR transmembrane dimer is modelled in atomi details

in the �ve-slab impliit membrane model. The mutant T242N whih is impaired in lipid

raft loalisation is also modelled. In addition, three mutants T242A, A245N and L241N

are modelled as ontrol sets.

The modelled EpoR dimer (Fig. 6.4) is a left-handed helix-helix pair, i.e. it has a pos-

itive rossing angle of � � 20

Æ

. A positive rossing angle has been earlier predited by

mutagenesis studies [44℄.

The models of EpoR generated by the modelling methodology indiated that two low-energy

interfaes are possible whih are shown in in Fig. 6.5. Both the modelled interfaes are indi-
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A: B:

Figure 6.5: The two lowest-energy wild-type EpoR transmembrane dimer strutures.

Both interfae A and B are lined with non-polar long hain residues. In A, the inter

helial distane, d = 12

�

A and in B d = 10

�

A. The interfaial residues in interfae

A are Leu

226

, Leu

230

, Ile

233

, Ile

237

, Leu

240

and Leu

244

. The helix-helix interfae in B

onsists of Ile

227

, Leu

230

, Leu

234

, Ile

237

, Leu

241

, Leu

244

and Ser

248

.

ated to be funtionally ative by experimental evidene [151℄. Previous in vauo modelling

studies [151℄ have also identi�ed interfae 2 (Fig. 6.5B) but not interfae 1 (Fig. 6.5A). A

di�erent interfae lined with Ser and Thr residues was identi�ed as being energetially

favourable in those studies.

The �rst low-energy interfae is shown in Fig. 6.5. The inter helial distane is d = 12

�

A.

The residues Leu

226

, Leu

230

, Ile

233

, Ile

237

, Leu

240

, Leu

244

oupy the interfaial positions

and Thr

242

points outwards. In the seond struture, the inter helial distane is d = 10

�

A.

The helix-helix interfae is oupied by Ile

227

, Leu

230

, Leu

234

, Ile

237

, Leu

241

and Leu

244

.

Surprisingly, the four polar residues, Thr

229

, Ser

231

, Ser

238

and Thr

242

are not hydrogen

bonded in both strutures. However, exept for Ser

238

, these residues are situated in the

polar head-group region or the ore head-group interfae and thus do not evoke large energy

osts.

The water-aessible surfae of the strutures modelled is shown in Fig. 6.6. Both the

strutures are well paked and have a volume of 160

�

A

3

and 155

�

A

3

respetively.

The modelled T242N mutant dimer also exhibited two low-energy interfaes. The two

strutures are shown in Fig. 6.8. The mutant is also left-handed with a rossing angle of

� � 20

Æ

. In both the strutures, the helies are further apart, d = 14

�

A ompared to the
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A: B:

Figure 6.6: The water-aessible surfae area of the two low-energy strutures of the

EpoR transmembrane dimer. Both the strutures are well paked but di�er in inter-

helial distanes of d = 12

�

A and d = 10

�

A respetively.

wild-type dimer. The �rst struture (Fig. 6.8 A) represents an unusual orientation with just

three amino-aid residues Leu

228

, Val

235

and Asn

242

lining the helix-helix interfae. Asn

242

is involved in hydrogen bonding and stabilises the onformer in the absene of favourable

side-hain paking. In the seond struture (Fig. 6.8 B) the helix interfae onsists of a

larger number of residues: Ile

227

, Ser

231

, Leu

234

, Ser

238

, Leu

241

and Ala

245

. Though Asn

242

is not diretly involved in the helix-helix interfae it bends bak into the interfae. The

paking of the bulky side hain group in the helial interfae aounts for the inreased

inter-helial distane.

The other mutants modelled, T242A, L241N and A245N were similar to the wild-type,

espeially with respet to the inter-helial distane. This is not surprising sine point

mutations do not usually introdue large onformational hanges. The modelled T242A

mutant has a rossing angle � � 10

Æ

and an inter-helial distane of d = 10

�

A. The lowest-

energy onformers of the other Asn mutants modelled also had small inter-helial distanes

of 10

�

A. The lowest energy strutures of A245N does not involve hydrogen bonding via the

Asn

245

and the Asn points away from the helial interfae in all strutures. The L241N

mutant represents a ase where two dissimilar onformers have similar energies. In the

�rst struture, d = 10

�

A and the Asn

241

points away from the helial interfae. The inter-
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A: B:

Figure 6.7: The water-aessible surfae area of the two low-energy strutures of the

T242N mutant transmembrane dimer. Both strutures are poorly paked and have

large inter-helial distane of d = 14

�

A.

helial distane in the seond onformer is 14

�

A and involves Asn

241

mediated inter-helial

hydrogen bonding. These mutants were modelled as ontrol sets and lose paking of these

mutant dimers on�rmed the importane of lose paking in lipid raft loalisation.

Lipid Raft Sorting

The erythropoietin transmembrane dimer is seen to be loated in lipid rafts, whereas a

single mutation impairs lipid raft loalisation of the T242N mutant. The ineÆient reeptor

sorting of the T242N mutant into lipid rafts may stem from the strutural di�erenes of the

wild-type EpoR transmembrane dimer and the T242N transmembrane dimer. The main

di�erene between the two modelled transmembrane dimer strutures is that the T242N

dimer exhibits a bulkier struture that prevents lose paking of the transmembrane helies

in ontrast to the EpoR dimer. Sine lipid raft sorting is thought to be mediated by self

assembly and lustering of lipid moleules around a given peptide [13℄, the bulky T242N

dimer may disrupt tight paking of the neighbouring lipid moleules, thereby inhibiting

lipid raft sorting.

The epidermal growth fator reeptor family member ErbB2 that has also been observed
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A: B:

Figure 6.8: The two low-energy strutures of the T241N transmembrane dimer. Both

A and B are left-handed and have a rossing angle of � 20

Æ

. The strutures di�er in

the helix interfae but d = 14

�

A in both ases.

to partition into lipid rafts [161℄ exhibits lose paking of the transmembrane dimer with

an inter-helial distane of approximately 8

�

A [152℄. The Gly residues present at the

ErbB2 transmembrane interfae imply a shorter inter-helial distane ompared to the

EpoR transmembrane interfae that is dominated by bulkier residues suh as Leu (resulting

in a larger inter-helial distane). Therefore, lose paking of both the EpoR and ErbB2

transmembrane dimers may orrelate to their ability to be sorted into lipid rafts. At

present, it is not possible to disset if lose paking of the EpoR transmembrane dimer is a

targeting signal or a means of the reeptor to stabilise lipid raft assoiation, as there might

be additional motifs in the EpoR sequene ontributing to lipid raft sorting. However,

the observation that an inrease in inter-helial distane abrogated lipid raft loalisation

of the EpoR supports the importane of lose paking of the transmembrane dimer. Close

paking of the transmembrane segments ould therefore be a ruial mediator for lipid raft

loalisation of reeptor proteins.

6.5 A Critial View of the Modelling Method

The modelling methodology developed as a part of this thesis allows an atomi-detailed

modelling of transmembrane dimer strutures. In this method, an exhaustive onforma-

tional searh is performed followed by a soring based on the solvation free energy of the
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dimer. The modelling method is validated by omparing to known strutures of the gly-

ophorin A transmembrane dimer. The modelled struture shows a favourable ontribution

to the free energy of dimerisation for the residues impliated in dimerisation by alanine-

sanning experiments. Sine only the eletrostati omponent of the dimerisation free

energy was onsidered, it is implied that the dimerisation proess is largely eletrostatis

driven.

All-atom models of the erythropoietin reeptor and its mutant transmembrane dimers have

shown that ruial onformational hanges may aompany point mutations and a�et the

funtion of the membrane proteins. In the present ase, the strutural hanges introdued

by the mutant T242N are not quantitatively large sine the inter-helial distane inreases

by just 2

�

A. However, the inreased bulkiness might play a ruial role in altering the

biologial properties of the erythropoietin reeptor. The ineÆient reeptor sorting of the

HA-T242N-GFP5 into lipid rafts ould arise from the inreased inter-helial distane and

volume of the mutant T242N dimer ompared to the wild-type EpoR dimer. Sine lipid

raft sorting is mediated by self assembly and lustering of lipid moleules around a given

peptide [13℄, the bulky and loosely-paked T242N dimer may disrupt tight paking of the

neighbouring lipid moleules, thereby inhibiting lipid raft sorting.

The modelling method proposed here provides a �rst step towards membrane protein stru-

ture predition and understanding the energetis of helix-helix assoiation. The urrent

method does not onsider the van der Waals type interations of the lipid moleules with

the peptides. However, it is assumed that within the membrane ore, ayl-hain intera-

tions between peptide-peptide and lipid-peptide are likely to be energetially similar. Sine

the peptide-peptide van der Waals type interations are not inluded in the soring funtion

of the modelling methodology, the lipid-peptide interations have also been negleted. At

present, due to omputational osts, the method is limited to smaller systems suh as those

investigated in the present hapter. However, oupling the method to eÆient searh algo-

rithms to improve the sampling step, promises to allow the investigation of larger oligomeri

omplexes suh as phospholamban. Suh detailed, energy-based approahes are neessary

to understand the energetis of omplex formation and to model high-resolution strutures.
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Chapter 7

Conluding Remarks

\This mystery is onsidered insoluble, for the very reason whih should ause it to be re-

garded as easy of solution", The Murders in Rue Morgue, Edgar A. Poe.

Several aspets of membrane protein arhiteture have been studied in this thesis, pro-

viding a detailed insight into the struture and energetis of membrane-bound peptides.

In partiular, the orientation, eletrostatis and assoiation of membrane peptides have

been analysed. A large number of peptides were investigated, among them glyophorin A,

melittin and WALP that have beome prototypes for studies on membrane peptides. This

hapter summarises the key �ndings of the thesis. The limitations of the methods used are

also disussed. The results presented here are a step towards a better understanding of the

strutural organisation of membrane proteins and its relation to funtion. New questions

raised during this work and methods to address these problems are disussed in the last

part of this hapter.

7.1 A Critial Look at the Five-Slab Membrane Model

A �ve-slab ontinuum membrane model that distinguishes between the membrane ore,

head-group region and the aqueous layer is introdued in the thesis. The membrane model

is found to be adequate to desribe the energetis of peptide analogues, membrane peptides

as well as dimers of transmembrane peptides. The inlusion of the head-group region is

seen to inuene the energetis of peptides. For instane, indole, a tryptophan side-hain

analogue, is seen to partition in the head-group region of the model in aordane with

experimental results. Furthermore, inluding head-group energetis is demonstrated to be

neessary for aurate preditions of membrane-peptide orientations. The tilt angle of the

99
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20-mer WALP is signi�antly overestimated by the three-slab models, but is well reprodued

in the �ve-slab model due to presene of the head-group region. The polar head-group

region region allows the tryptophan residues to anhor the peptide, thus reduing its tilt

angle. Therefore, aounting for the head-group region provides an important step towards

a physially realisti, yet omputationally eÆient membrane representation.

In addition to the head-group energetis, the �ve-slab model inludes the non-polar inter-

ations between the peptide and the solute moleule impliitly. The non-polar e�ets in the

aqueous layer are introdued by an empirial two parameter desription of the non-polar

solvation energy, �G

np

derived from the partitioning of alkanes between liquid alkane and

water [112℄. The empirial model used here alulates �G

np

from the solvent aessible

surfae area rather than the exluded solvent volume, whih would be more aurate from

a theoretial point of view. In general, however, suh methods have been shown to be

aurate at a oarse-grain level and parametrisation on the system under onsideration (as

in the present ase) inreases auray of the alulation [162℄.

The membrane model makes ertain simpli�ations and assumptions whih one needs to

bear in mind while onsidering the results. For instane, the model neglets the van der

Waals type interations of the lipid moleules with the peptides. Suh interations play

an important role during helix assoiation, sine the environment of the monomer and

the assoiated omplex would be di�erent. The model assumes that within the membrane

ore ayl-hain interations between peptide-peptide and lipid-peptide are energetially

similar. Sine the peptide-peptide van der Waals type interations are not inluded in

the soring funtion of the modelling methodology, the lipid-peptide interations have also

been negleted. These interations may be inorporated by inluding dummy atoms or

using an all-atom representation of the lipid bilayer and ould improve the auray of the

model. For the head-group region, neither the van der Waals type interations nor the ost

of avity formation were inluded. No experimental or theoretial estimates of �G

np

for

the head-group region are available. However, inorporating a term similar to the aqueous

layer but smaller in magnitude does not a�et the loation of the free energy minimum for

ontrol alulations performed on polyalanine peptides.

The �ve-slab ontinuum membrane model used in this thesis is demonstrated to provide a

omputationally eÆient and aurate environment to model membrane peptide orientation

and assoiation. Though an all-atom representation of the membrane models the energetis

of the lipid-peptide systems more aurately, espeially for modelling assoiation proesses,

limited omputational resoures make it non-tratable at present. The ontinuum model

is of ourse essential for ertain problems suh as alulating the eletrostati potentials of

the membrane helies in the presene of mobile ions in the bulk aqueous layer.
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7.2 Understanding the Energetis of Helial Peptide Ori-

entation in Membranes

The energetis of membrane-peptide orientation is analysed in detail in this thesis. The

heterogeneous environment experiened by a single peptide in the membrane auses it to

orient and tilt to a harateristi angle. It is seen that a solvent reation �eld ounter-

ing the harges in or lose to a region of high polarity favours dipole orientations that

allow maximum harge sreening. Thus, peptide-dipole groups that approah the diele-

tri boundaries of the system favour an orientation perpendiular to the membrane plane.

Furthermore, the solvent reation �eld is shown to determine the membrane orientation of

bloked polyalanine helies. The orientation of the shorter polyalanine and WALP peptides

is attributed to the sreening of the peptide bakbone harges. Estimates of the magnitude

of this sreening by alulating the e�etive dipole moment of the helies are also reported

in the thesis. The sreening is shown to depend on the proximity and geometry of the

aqueous phase and its relevane to membrane protein topology is disussed.

Another important fator determining peptide tilting is the ost of avity formation in the

solvent region. The longer peptides whih are exposed to the solvent tend to tilt to minimise

the water-aessible surfae area. The alulations show that the avity term inuenes the

steepness of the tilt-angle potential suh that the longer peptides undergo smaller tilt-

angle utuations than the shorter ones. A further point of interest is the experimental

�nding that the 19-mer WALP peptide has a non-zero tilt angle but nevertheless orients

roughly perpendiularly to the membrane plane [40℄. The present analysis suggests that

the relatively large utuations of the 19-mer WALP peptide tilt angle may have led to this

observation. Experimentally estimating utuations and tilt angles in syntheti peptides

suh as WALP peptides will help understand membrane protein arhiteture.

The deomposition of solvation free energy allows the rationalisation of the dependene of

the peptide tilt angle on length of peptides. A systemati study of the length-dependent

tilting of the syntheti peptides is arried out in the thesis. Bilayer thinning that has been

impliated to ompensate the hydrophobi mismath between the peptide length and the

bilayer thikness is shown not to a�et the tilt angles of the shorter peptides.

The experimental tilt angle of glyophorin A is well reprodued by the �ve-slab model. It

was shown that side-hain polarity aounts for the tilting sine it inorporates a larger

number of hydrophobi side hains into the non-polar membrane ore region while allowing

the anking polar residues to interat with the head-group region. Further, the surfae

aligned orientation of melittin in the absene of a membrane potential is reprodued by

the model. Two di�erent surfae-aligned orientations of melittin are distinguished. The
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preferene of one is shown to depend on the energetially-favourable interation of the

hydrophobi side hains with the membrane ore in one whih is not possible in the other.

7.3 Maromoleular Eletrostatis of Membrane Helies

In membrane proteins, the �-helix dipole has been impliated in protein stability [73, 129℄

and funtion [89, 123, 125℄. Therefore, despite being a marosopi property that neglets

near-�eld e�ets, the helix dipole provides insights into membrane-protein arhiteture and

funtion. The e�etive dipole moment, �

e�

of various membrane helies is reported in this

thesis and has been found to vary onsiderably in the di�erent geometries and environments

onsidered. Rules of thumb have been established allowing qualitative estimation of helix

dipole strength from graphial inspetion of experimental strutures.

In ontrast to the ommon assumption that the helix dipole inreases with peptide length,

a derease in helix dipole strength with inreasing number of residues is seen in trans-

membrane peptides. For single helies, the helix dipole is seen to inrease with tilt angle.

Extending the analysis to various geometries and environments in soluble proteins has en-

abled the establishment of the rules of thumb disussed in Chapter 5. The dipole strength is

seen to be determined prinipally by the positions of the helix termini relative to the aque-

ous phase, i.e, the dipole is substantial if one or both termini are embedded in a non-polar

region but is sreened out if both termini approah the aqueous phase.

As a onsequene of the solvent sreening, transmembrane peptides with both termini ex-

tending into the aqueous layer are seen to have low dipole moments. An impliation of

the sreening out of the helix dipoles is that the helies an assoiate in parallel arrange-

ments. The proposed sreening out of the helix dipole for longer helies, may explain the

�nding that the orientation of the wild-type Pf3 oat protein is dependent on the mem-

brane potential, whereas the longer mutant peptides are oriented independent of membrane

potential [163℄. The observations may be rationalised in terms of solvent sreening of the

helix dipole in the longer mutant peptides suh that both helix termini an be transloated

aross the membrane bilayer independent of the eletrohemial membrane potential.

Solvent sreening of the helix dipole is shown to be redued even if just one of the helix

termini is buried in the membrane ore. Membrane helies with one terminus exposed to the

solvent are shown to have relatively large values of �

e�

. The large value of the helix dipole

may be of funtional importane in preventing proton transfer in aquaporin [123℄ and for

providing ion aÆnity in the KsA K

+

hannel [89, 124℄ and the EClC Cl

�

hannel [125℄.

Interestingly, it is seen that the solvent reation �eld plays a ruial role in membrane-
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protein energetis - both in determining peptide orientations and in modulating the sreen-

ing of the helix dipole. Thus, although the membrane helies interat primarily with the

bilayer, the aqueous layer inuenes its properties substantially.

7.4 Modelling �-Helial Membrane Dimers

The next step towards understanding the energetis of membrane proteins is to analyse the

assoiation of single helies in the membrane. The strutures of glyophorin A, the erythro-

poietin reeptor transmembrane dimer and its mutants are modelled and seen to ompare

well with experimental mutagenesis data. The �ve-slab membrane model to represent the

environment of these transmembrane dimers has led to new insights in the assoiation

between helix-pairs.

The transmembrane dimer of glyophorin A is modelled in the �ve-slab membrane model

and shown to reprodue the experimentally-determined helix interfae. Deomposition of

the free energy of dimerisation shows a favourable ontribution of the residues impliated

in mutagenesis experiments to ontribute to dimerisation . The orrespondene of this

alulated ontribution to the alanine-sanning mutagenesis experiments is only qualitative

sine onformational hanges aompanying point substitutions and entropy hanges on

dimerisation are negleted. However, the alulations provide a stepping stone towards

understanding the energetis of helix-helix assoiation proesses.

The transmembrane dimer strutures of the erythropoietin reeptor and several of its point

mutants are also modelled in the �ve-slab membrane model. Analysis of the modelled

strutures led to the postulation that lose paking may be a pre-requisite for lipid-raft

loalisation. The modelled struture of the T242N mutant dimer exhibits a bulkier and less

well paked struture than the wild-type dimer whih may be responsible for the mutant

to be impaired in lipid raft loalisation.

7.5 Outlook

The questions addressed in this thesis, suh as the energetis of membrane proteins and

membrane-protein interations, are of prime biologial importane and relevant for mem-

brane protein struture determination. Addressing the further questions raised during this

work and improving the models promises to further the understanding of membrane-protein

arhiteture. The �rst step in this diretion is a broader appliation of the membrane model

and the methods presented here. For instane, extension of the methods to other syntheti
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peptides and �-barrel membrane proteins will further the understanding of membrane pro-

tein topology. Inorporation of other parameters suh as membrane potential will inrease

the biologial relevane of the model. An open question that remains in this �eld is the

kinetis of helix-helix assoiation. At a funtional level, these assoiated helix-pairs may

loalise in lipid rafts and initiate down-stream signalling. Charaterising these lipid raft

assemblies will lead to an understanding of the partitioning of proteins in and out of these

assemblies.

7.5.1 Peptide Orientations in the Membrane

The fous of this thesis is on single �-helial membrane peptides. Extensions to larger

membrane proteins are however straightforward. Using the tools presented here, similar

analyses an be performed on larger �-helial and �-sheet proteins. For instane, the

interation of the aromati amino-aid residues with the head-group region in porins has

been often disussed [164℄ and may be studied using the �ve-slab membrane model. A

related question is the identi�ation of the residues interating with the bilayer interfae

and the depth of membrane insertion of the transmembrane segment. The membrane model

an be used to identify these interfaial residues by sampling the relevant onformational

spae. An extension of this method would be to model the aggregation of large protein

omplexes suh as the light harvesting omplex and the respiratory hain.

In the �rst part of this thesis, the energeti fators determining helix orientations were

quantitatively assessed. The solvent reation �eld and ost of avity formation is seen

to determine membrane peptide orientation for simple peptides suh as polyalanine and

WALPs. However, side-hain polarity is the dominant driving fore for the tilting of the

more omplex peptides suh as glyophorin A and melittin. Further researh using both

experimental and theoretial approahes, is required to understand the energetis of tilting

of the more omplex peptides and the role of eah side hain in determining membrane

protein orientation. For instane, the role of non-polar residues not studied in this thesis,

suh as Ile and Val ould be analysed in detail using this model. The 'snorkelling e�et'

of the Lys residues, whih anhors the peptides and has a funtion similar to that of

tryptophan residues is a further interesting topi to be investigated in the ontext of the

�ve-slab model. Inlusion of side-hain exibility within the head-group region may prove

to be mandatory for studying this anhoring e�et sine it involves non-standard rotomeri

states of the Lys residue. KALP peptides are similar to WALP peptides but ontain Lys

residues at the peptide termini and provide a simple system to study this e�et and may

be used as a model system for further studies.

The e�et of bilayer thinning has been studied in this thesis for short polyalanine peptides
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and was shown to have no e�et on the helix orientation of these peptides. However, a more

extensive study would be worthwhile espeially to investigate the more omplex peptides.

The �ve-slab membrane model allows the study of the e�et of bilayer perturbations and

an be used in a straightforward manner to study the e�et of the bilayer thikness on

membrane peptide orientation. Whether or not these perturbations atually do our is

outside the sope of the analysis and has to be determined by experiments.

The membrane potential has also been impliated to inuene membrane-peptide orienta-

tions. For instane, appliation of a membrane potential has been shown to hange the

orientation of melittin from surfae-aligned to transmembrane [165℄. Though the urrent

work has not studied the e�et of membrane potential, the �ve-slab model an be extended

to inlude its e�et.

7.5.2 Charge Sreening and Effetive Dipole Moment

Estimation of the solvent sreening of transmembrane peptides provides insight in the

membrane protein topology, suh as parallel vs. anti-parallel helix assoiation. Though

the rules of the thumb established here allow estimation of the helix dipole for various

geometries and environments, it will be interesting to alulate the aurate value of the

helix dipole before assigning any funtional or strutural role to it. The method developed

in this thesis may also be used to estimate e�etive harges and dipoles of other seondary

strutural elements suh as �-sheets.

Signi�ant dipole moments are often attributed to whole proteins and have been impli-

ated in protein aggregation [166℄, ion hannel funtion [167℄ and toxin binding [168℄. The

present method an be extended to determine the dipole moment and maromoleular ele-

trostatis of larger proteins. The main limitation of the alulations would be the available

omputational resoures. Whole-protein dipoles may also be determined experimentally,

espeially for globular proteins [169℄ and allow a diret omparison between experimental

and alulated values.

7.5.3 Helix-Helix Assoiation

The theoretial alulation of assoiation proesses in membranes is a subjet still in de-

velopment. Aordingly, the modelling of the �-helial membrane dimers raised many

questions. The �rst is a quantitative estimation of dimerisation energies. In this thesis, the

entropi ontribution to the free energy, �G

s

has not been alulated. �G

s

is omposed

of both favourable and non-favourable terms. Two important unfavourable ontribution to

� G

s

is the loss of lipid entropy (solvophobi e�et) and the loss of translational entropy
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upon dimerisation. The entropi ontribution might be estimated by standard equations

of simple di�usive systems. As assoiation of membrane-bound helies an be desribed

by a two-dimensional di�usion proess, only two degrees of translational freedom are lost

upon dimerisation as ompared to three in soluble protein assoiation. An estimate of the

entropi ontributions of internal degrees of freedom an be obtained from normal mode

analysis. The major hallenge of suh analysis will be to onsider the energeti ontribu-

tions of the surrounding water lipid moleules and to distinguish these from the protein

ontributions.

An even more aurate estimate of the dimerisation free energy of helix-helix pairs may

be obtained by umbrella sampling [170℄. Moleular dynamis simulations inluding an

all-atom membrane environment at varying inter-helial distanes ould be used to al-

ulate the potential of mean fore using umbrella sampling. The hoie of the reation

oordinate in this ase is straightforward sine helix assoiation may be thought to be a

simple two-dimensional di�usion proess. Although all-atom simulations are omputation-

ally expensive and diÆult to set up they provide meaningful insights into suh assoiation

proesses. The role of the bilayer lipids in driving helix assoiations might be determined by

alulating the dimerisation propensities of di�erent transmembrane segments in the mem-

brane and in vauum. The di�erene between the two quantities would give an estimate of

the solvophobi e�et of the membrane environment.

A important question regarding helix-helix assoiation is the de�nition of the thermody-

namis of the assoiation proess. Ultraentrifugation tehniques suh as sedimentation

equilibrium analytial ultraentrifugation have been used to measure the free energy of

dimerisation of helix-helix pairs [53, 155℄. These tehniques aess a quantity de�ned as

the mole-fration standard free energy and involve helix-helix pairs in various detergent

solutions suh as C

14

betaine and C

8

E

5

miellar solutions. In membranes, however, the

kinetis of the proess is governed by di�usion on a two-dimensional lattie and the free

energy hange per unit surfae area of membrane may be physially more relevant for

membrane helies.

An important limiting fator of all presented alulations has been omputational resoures.

Optimisation of the omputational requirements will allow a more thorough sampling of

dimer parameters. Of ourse, with improvement in omputational resoures and better sam-

pling, more detailed models beome feasible. Combining a more aurate energy funtion

with an eÆient onformational searh algorithm would ertainly improve the modelling

proedure.
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7.5.4 Lipid Raft Loalisation

Moleular Mehanisms inuening lipid raft sorting remain an open question. Many motifs

have been proposed whih drive partitioning into membrane rafts. It is seen that a mutant

that is not losely-paked is also de�it in lipid raft loalisation. It is thus proposed that

lose paking of helies is a pre-requisite for lipid raft loalisation. At present, it is not

possible to distinguish whether lose paking of the EpoR TM dimer is a targeting signal

or a means of the reeptor to stabilise lipid raft assoiation. The presene of additional

motifs ontributing to lipid raft loation in the EpoR sequene is de�nitely possible.

A more detailed study of lipid raft loalisation using experimental and modelling studies

iteratively is required for a detailed understanding of the priniples governing lipid raft

loalisation. A systemati study of point mutants and double mutants in di�erent trans-

membrane dimers may provide lues on the fators governing lipid raft loalisation. A

haraterisation of lipid rafts in terms of their thikness, polarity, paking density and

eletrostati properties is also required.

Understanding the energetis of the strutural organisation of membrane proteins is a fun-

damental issue in moleular ell biology whih an be solved only by an interdisiplinary

approah that ombines tehniques of theoretial omputational physis with knowledge

gained from bio-hemistry and moleular biology experiments. It is not only has a fun-

damental sienti� signi�ane but also has pratial appliations in �elds ranging from

strutural biology to drug designing. Studies in these �elds usually fous on experimentally

haraterising membrane-protein arhiteture and its interation with the membrane bi-

layer. There is also a growing body of literature whih deals with this problem theoretially.

In this thesis, we report theoretial alulations that provide insights into various aspets

of membrane peptides suh as their orientation, eletrostati properties and assoiation.

The work presented here onstitutes a small but signi�ant step towards understanding the

energetis of transmembrane proteins and its relation to protein struture and funtion.
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